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SANTA FE, NEW MEXIQO, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1913.
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tallied by a viva voce
Had it been
adopted, it would have rescinded
t tit house resolution
where by tho
special committee Is, or was, inv- vestigating the coal oil inspect- or's ollice. The almost unanimous
vote
the house tallied
the resolution, indicates that sen-- !
tlment. in the house is unalier-ably cqiposed to dropping the. coal
cil Inquiry at tin's time and that
the members favor Hie special
coinniittee proceeding with the in- vestigatioli until tho whole busi- nests lias been gone through with.
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bethe window. There Miss Bonnevie
Omaha. Neb Feb. US.
That the testimony given by Brian paper work in tho east and came out
AGAIN FLIES
lieved to have been caused by a gas collapsed and Mrs. Wilkins was forced
Poru Dunne, city editor of tho Santa to New Mexico in November, l!U)!i
cost fifteen or more lives to jump for her own life. Two poller
Fo New Mexican, before the oil inves-- i met Andrews in Albuquerque, and in
O'ER LONDON explosion
here today. Tli Dewey hotel, a sec - men broke her fall but she was badly
ligation committee at the state capi-- ' December, 1909, came up to Santa Fo:
oud class hostelry at Thirteenth and injured. Her sister's body is in tho
tol was more ineresting, more drama- - Andrews suggesting that Dunne might
London, Feb. JX. A pronounced be- Farnuui streets, was destroyed
tic and more amusing than anything! be made postmaster in the capitol.
by ruins.
lief is prevalent in ollicial circles here flames, which swept, the three story
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of the committee and of and that the work was very profitable
members
ing. He opened the door of his offici!
resenting the Ottoman government,
many of the listeners who filled the He said he received letters from
of the gnosis had time to on tlie second floor, when ho heard
Some
paid successive visits to the foreign 'reach the
room where the committee drews and Dwight saying they were
stairways but. others were "H explosion aim was driven oai'K
office tin's afternoon,
hut, nothing
going to work to have President. Taft
met veBterday morning.
roof of the strnc- - v""b a Pull" of smoke and flame, lie
by
collapsing
could be learned as to the nature of caught
at j
For one solid hour Mr. Dunne tal- appoint Dunne in the land office how-hture before they could be rescued attempted to arouse a few guests on
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from window siiis on which they luui that floor but was forced to go to tho
kedand at times so rapidly that the U,C00
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InvestigaAccounts of the number of persons
Mr. Dunne then described his dis
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Committee.
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Black sea to Enos on the Agean sea
the witness drew picture after pic- - appointment at finding he had not
tent that accurate estimates of the tel building, to report, discovered tha
if she gives up Adriunopie, and it is
lure of the transactions he had witUjote"
list were impossible today. The fire and turned In a still alarm by
death
Mrs. 0. F. McNitt's report of the re-believed that Bulgaria will raise no
certain well known "New Mexico
telephone. He rushed out and found
register of the hotel burned but some the
objection to the proposal,
clothing store of Raphael-I'renatosmen," including William H. An- - mainder of Mr. Dunne's testimony!
said that, many
hotel
of
the
employes
follows:
In the event of peace being arcompany In flames and turned in a
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of
lodgers
A
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ranged, the main terms will be slgn-- j
onion Luna and Charles A. Spiess.
At noon only about 'Jn out of sixty second and third alarm by phone,
ed on the scene of hostilities and the
down
By Mr. Dunne:
Mr. Dunne declared afterward that!
estimated to have been in the which brought out the entire
details tilled in afterward by plenipo- - persons
Yhen tlu
I was, (ientlement, I was disap-'- ,
town fire fighting force.
he had not written out or memorized
defifor
accounted
been
had
building,
firemen reached the scene, the buildtentiaries in London.
a story to tell at all, but whether pointed. I felt that Mr. Dwight, be
nitely, but it was known that a Bcore
he used art or not, the climaxes were ing the whip of the house and a man
ing was a mass of flames, and fire
or more of those who had escaped left men
saw a number of persons at win- well arranged from the first one when
hom Mr. Andrews told me was third
without
the
revealing
neighborhood
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he waited at the telegraph desk to see rnly, or was the third most important
their identity.
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successor of Fritz Miller in the land l ext to Taft and Cannon in power,
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was rescued by the ladder men.
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me to make this
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from Rio Arriba county, that Theodore eppointment
chief counsel, who maintained
focated, went to a nearhy drug stora
liam H. Andrews, delegate of New
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a
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Roosevelt was a mighty poor politician
tender,
where Alban P. Smith, a night clerk,
Darrow's oath as an attorney
he was unable to
because he stood so steadfastly by Mexico, stating that
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Steis3
him from answering many nilI Rtrept i,le f the hot!ladministered a stimulant.
the
he
wished
for
that
get
position
third
from
the
a win(iow aml longed
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 28. Felix
his friends that he wenkened himThe investigation into the office
stepped outside and collapsed, entirely
questions concerning any confidences
me
had
John
and
he
although
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Diaz today formally accepted the can he
tlle sidewalk. He struck overcome from tho effects
self.
of the
may have had from the McNamaras story ,0
worked hard nrl i think ho Kirt hfi ' " territorial coal oil inspector n
headfirst on the concrete walk, and smoke. He was carried to an ambudidacy for the presidency of Mexico frequently halted the proceedings.
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proper
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ttee representwas killed.
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lance and removed to the emergency,
untold ripples of laughter was the surJ to land it but secretary
"y Attorney Uenera
.
that Solomon Luna, who
'rs- C'. E. Wilkins, who with her hospital, and later revived.
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prise Mr. Dunne said he experienced was then as
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to find New Mexico Republicans talk
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Jesse Nold, who represents the man- 'sister, had a room on the second floor.
vney genera, no.us mar. u.mer
committeeman from New Mexico, had "le
28.
An mi
Mexico City, .Vex.,
ing badly about one another whereas I.romised the
A "SCARFCROLU facing the alley in the rear, dragged
Mr. Miller, the act creatine the office, the monies
to
position
in New York he had found them boostbattle between the rebel gov- her sister, Miss Alice Bonnevle to
(Continued on page eight).
An- ce collected for the inspection of oil
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New Mexico at a salary of two thoutry was described as that of a scare
toda'Mr. Dunne was surrounded by memlate
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.
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capital,
chairman of sne-- !
five hundred dollars a year." It w w it
bers of the committee who shook him sand
is surrounded by govern crow" in testimony today in the govcial committee, house of representa- Calientes,
is true the work I had done when
ernment suit to dissolve the United
visitas
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did
also
ment
hand
SPEAKER HEARS FROM MR. VAIL TODAY.
warmly by
troops, who last night began a
t
nru l o,u TOo nollaH ,11a ntior t'vaa fiantn Va V AT " U id in renlv
States steel corporation under the
ors and his counsel, Judge L. C. Colfcico'e'
a hundred dollars a week, but it was to a letter from the chairman, asking
t
law.
Sherman
lins.
Covernor Fuentes 'D is entrenched
more or less hazardous; one could not; for an opinion as to the office in ques-- !
Minutes of the Carnegie steel were
BEGAN AT 10 A. M.
no member of tha
te sure of makinir five or six thousand Hon and the disDosltion of the funds in the government palace in the! read in evidence which described Ihe Quite a flurry of excitement swept and apparently
The committee, composed of Major
to be
even those
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it
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I
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collars year
H. Rogers, as having tried
late
W. H. H. Llewellyn, chairman, Messrs.
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much
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this
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speaker,
a
state
force
of
guarded
by
troops induce Mr. Rockefeller to "control
content to take, say, half that amount, c actt
Toombs, Rogers, Campbell and M. C. twenty-fivand arma- the manufacture of steel the same as I iberato Baca, speaker was at last In an inkling of WHAT HOUSE MEM""tubers
",ucn
or
hundred
three
thousand
of
The
the
'fe,nor
attorney general,
opinion
de Baca, met at the capitol about 9:30
telegram, BER wrote the now celebrated telea year and stay in this charming city. i is generally conceded, leaves the irent to the army commanded by he does oil" through the sale of his receipt of the mysterious
a. m., yesterday, to continue
taking
alleged to have been written by some gram. Mr. Vail, it. will be rememberGeneral
Hidalgo.
federI
to
was
ores
iron
th3
the
not
familiar
Lake
with
exactly
Superior
committee ample room to continue the
house member to himself and which ed, is president of tho Western Union
testimony about the "doings" of off- work
A repetition on a small scate, of the al Steel company at the time when
required by the position of oil investigation
into each and every
icials and others connected
with the
to the Nev
Mr. Vail in a
company and of the Ameriand bombardment there was war in the steel industry. Mexican and intelegram to a house Telegraph
coal oil office of Malaquias Martinez, inspector, I mean as to what my work branch of the coal oil inspecting busi- street fighting
can Telegraph and Telephone
response
"This was one of the scare crows
and is a high official residing in
pursuant to a resolution introduced in would be, but I learned this in news- ness. But so far as the use of the v hich occurred in Mexico City,
resolution, had said he would send,
which induced the Carnegie Steel com- inevitable.
the house by Major Llewellyn. This! paper work; that many lines of work funds are concerned, the opinion
The speaker said that he would Boston where his offices are located.
can
man
be
followed
more
a
is
to
Encounter
iron mines, iesu- rea(, U)R communlcation
v ould indicate that the attorney gen
newspaper
by
uuy
resolution has aroused keen interest
likely at Saltillo, pany
from Mr. A picture of Mr. Vail is published in
The New
throughout the state as it "calls to ii he will diligently inquire into the,crai believed the ccal oil inspector where federal rtoops under Generals fled James A. Gayley, former vice Va beforfl the houge adjournea today the New Mexican today.
account" no less than five newspaper requirements and sedulously work to v as the only person accountable for Hubert and Trevino are about to close president of the corporation.
unless the routine of business or an Mexican will publish Mr. Vail's latmen and about thirty-fivmore men fill them. I have seen newspaper men them and that they were the emolu-uent- s iu on the rebels commanded by the
adjournment prevented. est communication in full as soon as
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I
governor of the state of
prominent, in professional, business, j appointed to take positions and fill
of his office and not subject to
He would not discuss the telegram Ihe speaker makes it public.
I
and political circles,
them; I thought although I was not
Venustiano Carranza.
department of state government
The committee asked for Mr. Dunne, a great chemist I might fulfill the du other than the governor, to whom he
IS ISOLATED.
SENATE.
tut the Bubpoena had not been served ties of oil inspector. I thought I was required to return a report.
of Mexico
The
isolation
from
passed resolution calling on the
Judge Collins, however, was notified, might fulfill them as well ii not bet-- j The opinion of the attorney general Ihe United States by rail wasCity
complete secretary of the treasury for all cor-- !
and with Mr. Dunne at once motored tei than Mr. Malaquias Martinez who, i as follows:
ti day. Train service south of Aguas respondence relating to treasury or- to the capitol where the subpoena was
was informed, was then oil inspector
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 27, 1913.
Calientes on the Mexican Central is at der No. 5, requiring customs receipts
served on Mr. Dunne as he stood in because I was living in Santa Fe an J
Kon. W. H. H. Llewellyn,
a halt, owing to the occupation of that to he deposited in national banks. Sen- the corridor.
Mr. Martinez was living in Taos and
Chairman of Special Committee,
I could
jc'ty by rebels, while a similar coudi- - aior Sheppard introduced a bill to;
DUNNE ON THE STAND.
attend to the dutieB daily with- House of Representatives,
t;on ut Saltillo in Coahuila prevents forbid change of size and color of pa- Then the fun began. Major Llewel- out miking long trips by wagon and
Santa !
N, M. railroad
operations to the north over per money.
lyn administered the oath to Mr. tiresome journeys over the D. & R. 0.
pear girthe National lini s. The roads to Tarn- Dunne who took his seat at the com i awaited uie
Passed private pension bills.
meni or on inappoint
mittee's table. Then Mr. Rogers ask- spector. Mr. Andrews then wrote mo I have today received your letlel pico are aiso interrupted, making a
HOUSE,
of yesterday, in which you inform me ofctour by way o; that port from the
ed Mr. Dunne If he would tell the that he
Passed resolution to accept bust
thought it would be made
Resolution No. 17. United States lo this ci.y impossible,
of Representative Cannon for house
story of the oil business as far as he when Governor Mills took his seat, that, under Hous-was connected with it.
who for several office building.
you, with four other members of the
Kamou
Martinez,
which
as
a
I,
newspaper man, under
.
,
HT,. T..,
v..
Considered miscellaneous
official nego- !:ouse, were appointed a committee to months conducted
legisla-- ,
uy le,i,nS now ne; st00d l0 be some time in Marcll
"""""
all matters pertaining to tiations for peate between Mailero tion.
vaiuo iu neiv utexico.
investigate
He tola. 01
HE SAW NO JOB.
the office of coal oil inspector,
meeting John W. Dwight, Republican
and and Zapata, declared
today that
X XXX'.
y
I continued my work as city editor that the committee is
wnip m the house, in Ithaca, New
tu Zapata would suriendf r and co oper-preparing
RESOLUTION FOR PROHIBI- York; how Dwight had talked to him of the New Mexican. I saw Gov- make the investigation
late with the central government.
in
TION PASSES HOUSE.
about the great southwest, especially ernor Mills when he came here. I at- vnerPTore you bsk, on nenairquestion
ot the
4(.r.nvri c tn tin.
ooo,.ct,
Joint Resolution No. '
Hoiue
New Mexico.
I
tended his reception,
shook his hand, committee, that I give you an opinion , Provisional
Pre.ide.it
Huerta.
the
20 which provides for the sub- MET JOHN W. DWIGHT.
but I didn't see the appointment ofjfn writing as to the office of coal oil
nation in the state of Sonora is
mission of an amendment to the
The witness said that he became in en
more particularly. B..aVe. Bandits, lie said, are overrun-ove- r S constitution for state wide pro- inspector.
(Laughter.) I went i,,Bpector and,
terested in New Mexico, recalling how
to the reception at the executive whether the funds collected by the .,
mrtt,,,,. ,,r the t..to .nH ,Q,,v
hibition. passed the house this X
lis father had practiced law in Santa mansion.
different inspectors in this state are families in the city of Hermosillo are
Fe away back in 1ST6 and that one ol
afternoon by a vote of 2.1 to 10. X
ay Mr. Ljewellyn: 1 think mere is puouc iunus or not.
rbandouin
A large crowd of proh.bition- (heir homes, fearing an V
. Mr. Dunne's sisters had been born in
V ists who were on hand applaud- - X
Santa Fe. Mr. Dunne said his father a good deal of this if the committee! The office of coal oil Inspector was t:t lack,
Coveinor Jose M. Maytoremi has X ed the action of the house.
X
had lived all over the southwest and fon't object it is good, I want it to go established by Chapter ci t f the Lawi
on, just go on and tell it his own way of laon. In the first eectio i if that abandoned the governorship
had been chief justice of Arizona.
of SoThe house then took up the V
' witness added that he himself was it reads like a romance. It Is good. If act the office is establlshrd and tho ora and his place has been taken by X Amended Substitute fur House X
i
"
ji
there is no objection, of course, un- n.ethod of aprointment of the
. born in Utah.
The retiring gov- Bill No. 22. tha Chrisman local X!
Pesijuiera.
it
ss
Mr.
of
course. tpector is provided, and in the samejemor declined to support the new X 'option bill.
Rogers objects,
Mr. Dwight told Mr. Dunne about
X
4
William H. Andrews who was Dwight's there is a lot of this anything that motion it is further declared to be the! regime in Mexico City and is organ-- ;
X'
GOVERNOR VETOES
he
thought
personal friend, and said he would
SALARY BILL. X;
duty of the inspector to inspect all i'ing troops to sustain his position.
By Mr. Dunne: I will become very oils which are products of petroleum
give him a letter of Introduction
to
SPECIAL TRAIN.
Governor McDonald late this X
Andrews.
Mr. Dwight said he had concise in a few moments.
brought Into the territory for sale, or
afternoon gave notice of a veto X
Nogals, Aria., Feb. 28. A special
By Mr. Llewellyn:
Just tell it, un- used for the purpose of illumination train bearing
lelped Andrews in work for New Mex
I
of the Salary Bill, known as Sen- - X
Maytorena
less
ico and that he felt Andrews would
the committee objects, you tell did to mark, stamp or brand each and family was wrecked yesterday X ate Bill No. 144, giving as his X
be able to land Mr. Dunne a good po- it just as elaborately as you wish. It
package the degree of fire test and near Magdalena. The regular train X reasons therefor that the sal- - X
:3s
nv
litical Job if Dunne would go to New it interesting isn't it Mr. Rogers?
specific gravity of the oil as the result arriving here early today did not X aries included in the bill were too X
f nlil rfiTt--- f
Mexico and work for statehood.
X high.
Xj
The witness told how he quit news- on
(Continued
THEODORE NEWTON VAIL.
page three).
(Continued on page eight).
(Continued on page four).
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THE WINTER GROCERY CO.

SILENTLY

STOMACH

AND

Cures
in
Stomachs
Sour, Gassy
five minutes.

h

Have now taken possession of
their new quarters formerly
occupied by TOWNSENDS.

Time it! In five minutes all stomach distress will go. No Indigestion,
heartburn, sourness or belching of
gas, acid, or eructations of undigested
foul
food, no dizziness,
bloating,

EDWARD

APOSTLE

EVERETT YOUNG,

"Cure Lung Troubles"
In n llntterluc
foiismiipllnn
dlsrasp
Hint is (me
f lis chief diuiniM. Xliose
who luive It are rarely willing In
fact.
If this iionlile In
no time for trllliiiK. If n
present, it
"niUV Iiiih Ioiik persisted : .If H
(nut'li is present Hint keeps .Veil muions,
or iiny of the Kvnil'tonis nre present,
sneli us fever or night sweats, weakness
mill Iosn of appetite, anil perhaps soiiim
raising of inneiis ilo the sensilile tlilnn:
take Kcknian's Alterative ns Mr. But.
1.1
tvmworth
Itmvllns Omen,
., II. No. 4.
I
wish tn suv f,.,. v..,.
"(Jentle.nen
Alierathe Hint I lielieve It to l,e a nieill-eln- e
of iiiieiiinleil value for all Hr,inehlal
nnil I.iinif Trniilile. The Spl ine "f liHtM,
I luul a severe much for
months, f
Iriefl nil the meclleliie th.it niv doctors
recoininended to inn, hut no resnltH came
fur Hie better. I hurt niiilit sweals. nnd
would eoiiKh ami spit until I got so
weak
eonld hnrdly do
Hut,
at liisi Jnmes leerinpr, of anyihiiip:.
UI.ihkow .Tune.
Hon, Insisted that I try your medicine.
In one week's time there was ijulle an
inipr veinent In my eoiidillon. and after
I hau lakeii sevenil
bottles, 1 felt ns well
as cwi u my life.
"I desire the world In know that I
flrn.h believe Hint yunr Kcknian's Alter-nllv- e
will care any ease of lnuii I rouble If
taken before the last kMk I will uladly
wriic I'crsonally to any parly wanting
In reRard
to your wonderful
lilfdii in.."
(Sworn Aflldavil)
A. f. IIKTTHIISWOItTII.
Kckn. an's Allcialive Is ell'ective In Ilron-chltiAsthma, liny Kever: Throat nnd
l.uliB I'mahles. and In upbuilding the
sysleic. hues not contain poisons, opiates
or ha' 'i form! u ir druiis. Ask for booklet
YOU WON'T GET "PINCHED" WH EN YOU BUY YOUR HARDWARE
telling f recoveries, and write to Eekinnn
F.aboralerv. I'liilnde'lihla. I'll., for ninreevl.
FROM US. WE SQUEEZE OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK OUR
sale by wti leading druggists
doth',
and by Zook's Pharmacy In Santa Fe.

i.

SAN JUAN

Tape's Diapepsin"

Ik

Believes This Will

HE

WORKS FOR

DIGESIION

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1913.

OF IRRIGATION, CAME HERE WITH
LETTERS TO GREAT POWERS THAT

BE.

breath or headache.
l'upe's Diapepsin is noted for Its
There are and there have been
speed in regulating upset stomachs. '
some of political purity
dpoatles"
It is the surest, quickest and most cer- iMid
some of some other order.
tain remedy in the whole world and
An "apostle'1 seen daily at the
besides it is harmless.
usually seated at the press table,
Millions of men and women now eat
H Edward Everett Young, now of
their favorite foods without fear
and he is an
they know now it is needless to have Aztec, San Juan county,
apostle of irrigation. While young in
a bad stomach.
such as
Please, for your sake, get a large name he is old in experience
t
case of l'ape's Diapepsin San Juan county needs "helpful,
from any drug store and put your r regressive legislation."
Mr. Young is a newspaper man who
Btomach right. Don't keep on being
miserable life is too short you are has seen long years of service In the
not here long, so make your stay great city of Chicago. He has had!
GOODS.
ncrepflhlo. Kat what vnn lilrn nnH rli. large experience in public affairs and
WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB FULL OF MONEY THE FIRST
Igest it; enjoy it, without dread of re-- is a courteous southern gentleman, nation, as a commissioner for interiHis friends say he has not a chemical national
hellion in the stomach.
humble
as
and
a
TIME YOU DEAL WITH US. WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST
Grain,
trace of tno lobbying intuit, oui mat worker inexpositions
the ranks, at national head- ,
Diapepsin belongs in yum liome
u,ri.D- - fr,,. .I,., ilovplnniiipnr of
INTERNATIONAL
STOCK
FOOD.
For
Sole Agents
quarters during three national politi METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB W ITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.
... j..v should one of the family eat some-cal
campaigs. 1 am pleased and gratBRINGS LETTERS.
ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages thing which doesn't agree with them
ified to be able to state that during
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
he came here at the opening
When
or in case of an attack or indigestion,
varied experience it has not been
my
.
4
.Mr.
fVl
of
mm
the legislature
Young brought
U
Phona 14. If Its Hardware We Have-n.y good pleasure to come in contact
I lie
8Uou.d
the following letters:
only exclusive grain House in anta he
more
with
affable,
intelligent,
THE AZTEC BOARD OF TRADE.
and competent public servj
niglit it is there to give the quickest,
Aztec, X. M., Jan. 9, 19111.
surest relief known.
ants than I have met in Governor
Wil
Governor
His
"To
Excellency,
.
Phone Black!
Phone Black I
Speaker R. L. Baca and Presi-deriC7 "
liam C. McDonald:
R. C. de Baca of the senate. Mr
'
45
45
To the Officers and Members of the
BOWMAN TOOK
Youiis mentioned others who had
New Mexico State Senate:
him.
ROSE OFF WHEN
' To the Officers and Members of the

ira

GROCERY!

cap-Ilo-

fifty-cen-

RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

'

1

Potatoes and Salt.

Flour Hay,

v.-

.

1

ft

rr

IJ r?

I

TZ

public-spirite-

LI

n

SENATE ACTED

Wood

oal

I

DAWSON COAL
Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

"BUY IT

OF CRICHTON."

All to Whom These Presents
John Bowman, member of the sen-fi- e "And to
May Come:
and chairman of the committee on
enrolled1 and engrossed bills, arrived "Greetings:
"San Juan county, being highly
late yesterday and the senate had reby Providence, and bounteously
el ived the well wishes of its chaplain
and richly endowed in natural rernd had read the journal.
Hut all work was suspended when sources, has come upon a time where
It realizes the imminent need of much
iVr. Bowman entered the senate chamour
ber while the senators Btarted in mute ureful, constructive legislation by
to enable it to come into
legislature,
admiration at a large pink rose which its own. To
this end the business in(domed the coat lapel of the belated terests of the
county have decided to
member. It was as large as a small
send an authorized representative to
and
senator
the
cabbage
presented all
the grandeur of a real hot houce. Just
before the senate was ready to ad-journ, Mr. Holt presented a resolu-- '
tion from the committee on rules and
State Senator Isaac Barth, who alj

1

Phone One Double

niO
OrMild,

J.

THE RELIABLE

A

.

O

ELECTRICIAN,

'

i

ELECTRICAL LIGHTING

and FIXTURE WORK

OF ALL DESCRIPTION.?,

You

'

Can

t

I

J.

;

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
Douass

e

rilUlH JAM A

The

Best
Route
1

yV
kggpf

MmiiwaiiiM

East
or
West

for

I EUGENE FOX,
NEW MEXICO

J

f.

MILITARY

j

HARMONY IS THE
ONLY WATCHWORD

INSTITUTE

James

LJ

Fulton, the regularly

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light ? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
TT N

elect- -

j

j

!

I

POWMK
OTHINd IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

N'

--

WILSON FAVORS ROOT
AMENDMENT TO BILL.
Washington, D. C Feb. 28. Presi
t
Wilson has made known to
leaders most
senate
Democratic
closely in his confidence that he favors the passage of Senator Roots'
amendment to the Panama canal bill,
to repeal the provision
exempting
American coast-wisships from payment of tolls.

iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full information cheeer fully given.

dent-elec-

e

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

r inLRruinjuxruunnjuiTLnvnjm;rug s

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Modern GroceryCo.

A

TRY

oal

LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,
SWASTIKA

CAN!

Wood

-d- olreestaal

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

CALIFORNIA

a

BARTELDES.

Juna Fish

Western Seeds
For Western Planters
Once used Always used, irnot
ai your denier, we will supply you
direct.

E

NEXT SALAD
It Is Simply Delicious

s
E

FOR YOUR
!

l2 lb. Cans, 20c
lb. Cans, SSc

Our

1913

"FixitShop"
For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood
GUNS, BICYCLE,

Catalogue Free.

LOCK, KEY

FARM

D

OUR SPECIALTY-DR- Y
NO SEEDS.

S

THE BARTELDES SEED CO.
Boi 1604. Dept. 4, DENVER, CO L

and

UPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES
128

Galisteo St. Phone

109

J

1

-

cata-ogu-

T.

ed chairman of the Democratic coun-- i
ty central committee, from Colfax
county. Editor Connell is desirous of
creating harmony in Colfax county
and is here to go before the state
Democratic central committee which
mci'ts tomorrow and petition the com- mil tee to recognize the election of
James T. Fulton, or in the event the
committee cannot agree on him to se-- !
lect a third man, outside of both the j
Dr. (.'. B. Kohlhousen and Hon. John
Morrow factions, who will work to
keep the party together and in work- ing order. Editor Connell is taking a
central stand in the fight for clean
politics, open camps, equitable taxation and those issues which mean
progress to the city of Raton and
county of Colfax. The Raton Report- Demoer though a
cratic newspaper, is at this time without authorization and support of the
Democratic organization of Colfax
county, and to the end that would get
the Democrats of the county together
explains Editor Connell's
presence
here at. this time.

1

i

I

liyron L. Connell, editor of the Ra
ton Reporter, of Raton, is in the city
today, representing by proxy the Hon.

'

Mr. Bowman hastily
Whereupon
mowed away the cabbage rose in the
ncesses of his desk while Mr. Holt!
HAVE IT PONE AT COST.
that the resolution be referred
to the committee
on revision. Mr.
Barth, however, amended to refer the
Percolators , Grills,
iesolution to the committee on enroll-- j
8
Phone 223
eC. and
engrossed bills and the senate
Irons, Etc,
- iimimiuousj.Y acquiesced,
EDWARD EVERETT YOUNG.
It was a victory for the minority
h ember from Bernalillo
county. Mr. Sr.nta Fe to attend the 1913 session of
with
I Holt declared there was nothing per the legislature, and to
sonal in the resolution. A New Mex- Honorable W. II. Chrlsman, our repreican correspondent who tried to In- sentative, in a common effort to seterview Mr. Bowman was told to "beat cure what we sorely need in the way
of helpful, progressive legislation.
it."
The rose worn by Mr. Bowman was
"The commercial and business in
a handsome affair.
terests of this county, coupled with
and
To El Paso-BlsbeFP
EDAM CAMTA
the horticultural, agricultural, sheep
I
PC all points in New Mexico, AriPILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
pnd cattle interests, have united on
'
Your druggist will refund money if Honorable Edward Everett Young as
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any the man best qualified by experience
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or and natural bent, to aid in this imProtruding Piles In 6 to 14 days. 50c. portant work. Our county knows no
politics In this common effort for its
OPPOSES MAKING "LONG
common welfare.
GREEN" ANY SHORTER.
"We bespeak for Mr. Young in his
delegated capacity, a patient and
Washington, D. C, Feb. 28 Sena- kindly hearing, and the civic and
of all good people
tor Sheppard of Texas today introduced a bill "forbidding a change of interested in the enactment of proper
size or color of paper money without laws for our beloved new state. All
the consent of congress. Plans have courtesies extended to Mr. Young will
been made by the treasury depart-- I I o appreciated by the people of San
ment to reduce the size of the bills Juan county, irrespective of politics.
within the next few weeks,
"Respectfully yours,
"FRED BUNKER,
"President Aztec Board of Trade.
Rates and Full Information Address
NAVAL BILL WILL
"C. R. BEERS, Secretary of Aztec
COME UP TONIGHT.
& P. AGENT,
ci.
Board of Trade."
EL PA50, TEXAS.
HIS WORK HERE.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 28. All the
Mr. Young was instructed, before
principal items stricken from the
naval bill, including the two battle- leaving Aztec, to work specially for
ships provision, were restored by the measures, viz: Irrigation to abolish senate naval committee today, with possible monopoly in water; bill makSenator Tillman the only opponent. ing arroyos public drainage channels,!
The bill will be called up in the sen-- i conducting waste and flood waters
ate tonight.
back to original channels; the exemp-- j
tion from taxation, of irrigation com-ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
for six years; the
ment of a stale- Immigration bureau;
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
'The West Point of the Southwest.
by local applications, as they cannot a bill creating a county publicity
reach the diseased portion of the ear. fi nd by a popular vote of qualified
Ranked as "Distinguished
is only one way to cure deaf- - electors; beneficial
legislation for
Institution " by the U S. There and
to President- memorial
that Is by constitutional sheepmen;
pess,
War Department.
Deafness is caused by an elect Wilson and the U. S congress
remedies.
Located in tbe beautiful Pecos
inflamed condition of the mucous lin-- asking redress from unjust land laws
Valley, 8,700 feet above sealevel,
ins of the Eustachian Tube. When as administered in the west by the
sunshine every day. Onen air
of the interior: a better
tube is inflamed you have a rumbthis
work throughout the entire sesmethod of state
more
and
and
or
sound
equitabla
hearing,
ling
imperfect
sion. Conditions for physical
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is taxntion; and an equitable and just
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
the result, and unless the Inflamma- county salary bill.
elsewhere in America. Fourtion can be taken out and this tube reExperience in other and larger fields
teen officers and Instructors, all
stored to its normal condition, hear- crabled him to establish influential
graduates from standard Easting will be destroyed forever; nine crnnections early In the session, and
ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- - since that time he has represented a
modern in every respect.
force which has worked night
tarrh, which is nothing but an
Regents
flamed condition of the mucous sur- and day for the constructive and
K. A. CAHOON. President.
faces.
urgent legisation needed. He is
J. E. KHEA,
We will give One Hundred Dollars proud of the friendship and
.?. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
of Governor McDonald, Speaker
any case of Deafness (caused by
JOHN W. FOB, Secretary!
W. A. F1NLAY.
mirh) that cannot be cured by K. L. Baca and President E. C. de Baca
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir- ol the senate. In voicing San Juan
For particulars and illustrated
culars, free.
county's appreciation of sue!. aiued
address,
P. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio. appreciation of such valued
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
COL.JAS. W. WILLSON.Supt.
Mr. Young said today:
Take Hall's Family Pills tor
"It has been my good fortune to be

Have Your House Wired WhUe

I

ways is looking out for proposed
changes in the rules, asked that it be
nad in full for the information of the!
house.
It simply recommended that here-- J
al ter, any member of the senate who
caused a cessation of senatorial duties
l:y appearing in the senate chamber,
roomed with (lowers, oadges. ribbons
cr other fany decorations, should be
crcorted to the lobby by the sergeant-- '
f.t arms and undecorated.

(LBGHT1

1

:

fav-o:e-

SAWED WOOD
Domestic Lump

i

New Mexico House of Representa--

tives

FULL

LINE

iff

LENTEN

WASHINGTON.D.C.

Delicacies, Smoked Fish,
Canned

INAUGURATION

Fish, Cheese, Etc.

MARCH
ROUND

Fresh Fish,

Oysters,
K.C. Meats

TRIP RATE,

4, 1013.

$67.05

Dates of Sale, Feb. 26th, 27th, 28th
and March 1st, 1913.
Return Limit, March 10th, ItlJ.

Modern GroceryCo.

Return Journey Must Be Completed By
March 10th, 1918,

V

For particulars call on any
Santa Fe Agent.

associated with the leading men of the fuuruinnruuinnniinniuuinnAninjp

H.S.LUTZ, Aft., Santa Fe, N.M.

Furniture
Crating
Is Our Specialty,

and We
Will Fix Up Your Furniture
so that You Need Not Hesitate to Ship It Anywhere.
RATES REASONABLE.
RERJUR WCRX OF ALL

KIICS

Neatly and Cheaply Done.

JF.RHOADS
::

Telephoned

W.

SANTA FE.

N.M.

XOi GALI3TEO ST.

A utua want ad eoata tint a lew,
eenta and brines wonderful results
when published In Um New
Try one.

Meaj

j

JAGc THREE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1913.

house lo investigate this mutter fully
elhod they made to give me a posi-t.o- t:on of being secrtary to Mr. Andrews iiueniue and then east and I stayed checks or on what depository?
Air. Dunne:
The checks canto on ard give it out to the party so they
lu re and I put in my time writing a
It would bo all right, so I cashed in Washington.
I did it in the open
ill understand what has been going
ihe check.
traveling the First National bank, as I remem
It is nil right. He
Hv Mr. Rogers:
Mr. Walter, editor of the New Mex- l.cok of my experiences
around the t'nited States. 1 saw Mr. ber it, and sometimes by currency.
en with the oil inspecting business.
the check seemed good
got the ican, sent me on a trip with Mr. A
can tell what he known. '
And signed by
lie
Mr. Llewellyn:
Judge Collins:
Don't you think wo
Money on it. As far as I remember cicws up to Tierra Amnrilla, Rio Ar- Maiauuias Martinez occasionally,
MR. DUNNE CONTINUES.
''1 vlioin','
1 think once or twice:
lo
said
etter have night meetings that will
those
checks
for
about
four
me,
with
I didn't
Gov
I
court
favor
to
paid
As
understood
they
it
riba county.
my
try
The checks were sign- - l.ive the public perhaps a better opMr. Dunne:
if
t'lonths, perhaps five months, at fifty: duly was lo write up that county and will fix uii that matter with you." I
rmor Mills. 1 thought, evi-I
dullars a month. I wrote Andrews tell-- !
should think that necessary, that it
think I was given the liberty to say night say that just before leaving for eel by Malaqiiias .Martinez as reniein- - portunity to ultcnd?
I have no objection to
Mr. Baca:
i.ig him 1 didn't like this business n lew kind words about Mr. Andrews Uio Arriba I saw Mnlanuins and he her and currency, no receipt was askwculd be uuadvisable as I had Mr
1
l ight meetings.
I 'tich,
it wasn't my way of doing
wished. I still had t he lia;ikering f.ave me a check for $75 which cash-- ' ed.
Jwight, the whip of the Republican
ever
Mr. Rogers:
I feel very mueli liko
Judge Collins:
Any receipt
in
things. 1 have always been energetic, t.i trer. into nolities. John DwMit li.nrl ed hut 1 think they were then a couple
l arty, back of me and the delegate
it Is true there was a resolution ofI have tried to earn my money.
o( hundred dollars behind on that! taken from you
!,
i, .1,1 m. thut r,f nil li
t.,,,,,,1.,
congress; 1 thought those two cards
Mr. Dunne;
So, not to my knowl- - fered rellecting upon a certain gentle-- i
reluent is 1 had understood it. I
think I have
what 1 did rmilil Instruct n vonnii lmm in null.
were sufficient to get the position
urn and the fact that the law provides
n,elve
get in this world.
"""''. as i re- - eoge.
vhlch Mr. Andrews had suggested, tip-- j
tics, in the political game, he thought ulu"
that all the money that was collected
Judge Collins: That is all.
If I remember rightly Mr. Andrews j.Mr. Andrews was one of Ihe riblest memucr, lor me lasi two or wnee
pnently. it never entereu my nmiu
I might ask you, Mr. l y the oil inspector was his money, I
Mr. Toombs;
Mr. Dwight months, but 1 saw Martinez and he
cpme back, linally came up here to educators. (Laughter.
to come out to New Mexico to take
Simla Ke and met me at the hotel and M id: "If you can got in with Andrews said: "I will fix that up when I make Dunne, how much you received in the .don't suppose anybody now expects t6
the oil inspectorship; I had my mind
1
f ltd
passed him. If aggregate?
any violation of the law and J.
said he w as going to fix this thing up. ;ou t an learn all that there is about up my accounts."
made up for a federal position that
I remember
some time after
oUlor work 10 attend to here. 1
,
i
rightly
theil'l,VP
Mr.
on
A,
so
called
told
and
Andrews
he
has
four
me,
at
a,A
,1B
least
,rjoti t0
would last
Mills,
lit
years.
political game.
j,.,,,,.,,..
,
I
,,( lit V1' 'ho men against whom there
saw
of
Ihe
him.
,,
said:
first
n
January
cenk
the
een
of
chairman
ihe vpar
there was lots of fussing and fuming
Republican
Over at the executive mansion one!
"
and stewing around as Andrews called leal committee In Pennsylvania. Now, "Did you fix that mutter up He said: ai.d a half I think I must have gotten has been a reflection ought to hav6
at a receDtiou. 1 have forgot-Mills
to
said
business.
that
stop
jt, Finally Andrews informed me Gov- - Dunne, I don't need to tell you any "Oh,
about $100, hut I don't think more full opportunity to exonerate
trn which it. was. 1 tliiuk it was soon
owe you eight! t'.'un that,
By the way, I think
n
.'inri tierhnns
to
a
what
ernor
a little less selves but I don't think the slate has
Mills
know
me
said
he
would
allow
that
inauore;
you
means,
i,fter Governor Mills had been
I
' interest here and it is in the
a check for $75
dollars.
you
. i.m.t
gave
i
he
tiii.t
mvoroH
think
of
that."
was
the
ti.nt
the
thousand
dollars
a
chairman
t.,.
Republican feuyear, that
gurated, in my capacity as newspaper
I think
owe
and
the
time
last
state's
interest that those who may
you
1
am quite positive
Then I asked the governor: "Why best he could do. Then the pay- dal committee in Pennsylvania!"
eighteen mouths.
man walking around and as also one
I said:
"Keep the! ! did not receive Hie sum that is in hii rellected upon ought to have an op- eight dollars."
1
1 was
meats
to
from
$."u
$N3.:;:i.
lo
a
as
What
don't
worried
little
sociaf
jumped
of
this
Santa
appointment
the
loud of
get
getting
delights
n.oney, don't want
I Ihe amount of
the report f found in the governors pirtunity to bo exonerated and it is
1 met face to
political
knowledge
face, properly intro- appointment?" "Why, oil Inspector- Sometimes the checks were made,
was quite disgusted.
for that reason only I would feel liko
office
for
the
of $15;:;; or $1500 or more.
sometimes
He
oil
I
mo
want to be
money that would be beneficial to
$S:,
that
thing,
inspector."
duced, the Honorable Solomon Luna, ship.
I
consid-- i
stayed in Santa Ke a couple of
1 still
Mr. linen: Did you ever render any giving any further time to the
hoped Mr. Andrews was imparting and on
i.iitional committeeman of New Mex- - said mere wasn t any promise ot sucn was given in currency.
months longer. I think about the 4th;
eiation of the question.
ico. I had read of Mr. Luna in the A!-- , an appointment. "Why," I said, "no lor a federal or some other position the trip coming or going. (I think it o'. March or so 1 went to San Diego,'. service to the oil inspector?
.Mr. Toombs: Mr. Chairman, I must
1 rendered service to
Mr. Dunne:
as coming back from Tierra AniarilAVhy that would take me out of newspaper
buquerque Journal; I had heard hi'n promise of an oil appointment?
soon afterwards was
coincide with the views offered by my
and
California,
I
I
t
if
oil
on
we
the
can
the
prom-greabelieve
was
v.trk.
la
we
II
so
am
informed
that
that
after
inspector
kept
hoping.
spent three days there,)
discussed in Albuquerque as a man of
faend Judge Rogers. I cannot feel,
MIltfMi
M'l.rt
Ti,,,t
went through that year, mm. Hill told Andrews that as far as I knew made head of the newspaper bureau (in,
power, as a man who, with Wil- ised me if my friends Mr. Dwight and
..
and
san
the
after
ol
, K,.'S,:.,.VI. ,vm, ST..n Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of tho
exposition
Diego
v
Ham H. Andrews, had the territory ofMr. Andrews would let up and let Mr. came along and there was talk of Mr. the oil department was about $250 be- . few months 1 was made, editor of the
committee, that we members of the
New Mexico by the heels. Mr. Luna Luna reappoint Mr. Fritz Miller.' iHirke being very ill and that there i.ind in lis payments to me. lie said: Magazine which was booming the ex- - !ANI) WAIT." (Laughter.)
kgislaturo have any business invosli- in
Mr.
have
would
a
Mr.
the
I
name
be
post-Mills
wasn't
"Yes."
said:
said:
Llewellyn:
Campbell
vacancy
that?"
"What's
"Why, your
He said to me,
was very courteous.
on I came back to
Later
position.
gating a matter in which the S'ale-v- ,
ions?
I
to
I
m
master's
One
tried
it
olllce.
ntioned
will see about that at once;
you any quest
get
Washington."
"Well,
winking his eye, "Mr. Dunne, I know n't
Fe.
a
Sun
hose representative we have been,
No.
Mr.
time Andrews had written me: "Don't ,f you don't get it now you will never
AN ABSOLUTE PROMISE.
Campbell:
Mr. Dwight; they call him your Uncle
j
as no sort of interest. I believe our
think that is about the conclusion
Mr.
Collins
I
have
don't
bother
about
we
the
statehood."
said:
it
UUi
nunc
Llewellyn:
Judge
poslolTice,
after
ami
get
a
ol
uiwiiiiumieu.
friend
mine.
is
Dwieht
Mr.
.inhn.
'
lo " eminoyeu.
with Mr. Andrews v. ant you in there; you can do better "Well, I have just told you that." Then of the story of "Standard,'' or what- veil anv? Is there anv person
communicated
; 1
i
r,,!.,i,i cdvq 'vmi hnvn liavn
If there is no
'' Llewellyn:
oil you wish to call it, ill Hit, anv citizen or member of the leg-- !
kind
ever
of
I
to
oil
as
time
received
to
and
and
have
and
1
Mr.
rite
wi
prompt
Dwight
inspector
happened
suddenly
something
10 fix Dunne up with a position or
Ul0 suggestion marie by Mr.
ieci
rc gard to my connection
in
it
with
1
I
to
would
like
stuff."
who
Mr.
ask
one
understi
me
no
from
stuff"
me
letter
any
make
tire: to make
liy "write
longer
think;
v ill see you
don't get statehood. r''Piy
1 am
Toombs will stand and we will adfotliu
quite pleased to questions
nothing to he meant print articles and get up in-- ; long to enter politics or to get any New .Mexico.
That is what he said,' said Luna. I Andrews saying: "Have
answer
questions.
I would like to BlIK. subject to the call of the chairn.an.
any
Mr.
is
tervlews
none
of!
and
Mr.
his
Tooins:
do
in
it
of
be
would
with
that
from
further
instructions
Spiess,
things
politics
of
kind
Bi'ld, "Mr. Luna, that is very
I feel like if there is
JIr- - KKr8:
now'!
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
gest that we stand adjourned
Mr iiu.lirlit" and I ended the conver business. He didn't make the promise. interest to the people of New Mex- Mr. Andrews.
wuo uesirea ti
-'
"
I
V.
to
H.
call
the
Mr.
of
ico
no
and
the
chair
to
to
Mr.
further
have
was
and1'"0"
William
he
made
quesR."
John
ANDREWS
"T.
CRITICIZES
subject
Rogers:
possibly
promise
I did not wish to participate P
sation
uc
or
10 oueL
IK'ilru
witnesses
"as
until
no
we
to
to
Andrews
have
Mr.
other
and
Dunne.
the Republican party,
that
ask Mr,
meeting
Discussing how politicians do things tiens
in an effect to deprive New Mexico of L'wight and Delegate Andrews."
I
I will
we hear from Ihe attorney general. tlmt Phnps we ought to give them au
The
an
came.
made
statehood
wrote
said
for
Mr.
and
me
told
beAndrews
I
Mr.
L'wight
Chairman.
struggle
(now
they
try
Toombs:
jjr.
statehood after a sixty years struggle.
We are still awaiting an answer re- - T portunity inasmuch as the commitvery hard for statehod. doing u, quote his words as accurately as l:cve, sir, we needn't add a word or
lt,,i,i t.uvor l.avp insisted nnon Mr absolute promise, Governor Mills worked
i icei im gu- mat-- j l
I could as a
appomicu
Fin-of
this
11 ana i.una
the
man.
in
Mr.
r'l
Status
will
of
legal
that
garding
newspaper
my memory
a word from this history
permit)
acquiescea
K '
U1U HI
ti I 11
tv promisea
LV t
ing that far, but I see no other pur- 'he appointment of oil inspector at ally I got tired of this arrangement Theodore Roosevelt was a mighty poor Standard Oil which should eclipse tcr.
made it to Mr. Luna, i saw many
10 Berve...
!
11,
nt
M
I
to
l,0'e
pro-...mla
we
I'.noa
think
p.i'd went down to Albuquerque to see politician (Laughter) and I said, "Mr. imvtl.insv Miss Tnrbell lias written or
ff,.,,. r,rl
ought
'
i Hereupon me committee
people in Santa Ke but I didn t see me
aujourneu
Andrews. I said: "When are you gc- - Andrews, why?" As a newspaper man could possibly write, I don't believe cefd with Ibis matter notliwithsland-inrea w tn,
nun.
nve
pen
irousana
oil inspectorship. (Laughter.)
subject to the call of the chair.
the opinion of the attorney
r
,
ing to land my job? I can do better! who had worked in Washington I had any further questions suggest them- . n
.mm tir An- - signed his name to the letter and
I apprehend that the opinion of
n.ln.l fnl. tltll t'nnf1tl
have the letter and a lot more. I went elsewhere. The glamour of seeing the la little bit better opinion of Mr. r...l....n n
drews. I have not been a world speed
Work for ihe New Mexican. It Is
me attorney general win oe gneu
to Governor Mills. I don t know burros pass through the plaza had Roosevelt's ability as a politician,
VOU
.lu.lire
do
Mr
Collins,
on
Rnirpvs:
record
a
not
I
have
high
recordist.
been made up. working for you, for Santa Fe and
has
as
our
pol-c- f
is
Mr.
a
rased
"He
the
Andrews
,
said:
opinion
away;
pleasure
poor
(Laughter)
De-to
wish
ask
questions?
can
any
I
tlin tvnewriter but
write, l
the he new state.
one time he informed me 1 wasn t a
living in a high altitude has been ilician; he sticks by his friends," and
Judge Collins: How were you paid We are a committee appointed by
lieve, twenty or thirty letters a day citizen of New Mexico.
I
I said "what?"
Mr.
a
and
mine
lower
from
seek
clime."
his
"He
sticks
Coming
by
1
kept the a
without much trouble.
man who was former chief justice of Andrews and, I think, one of the mem-- frit nds; it weakens him," he said.!
typewriter busy. I had one in my New Mexico, and 1 assumed an honor- - hers of this committee occasionally "Look
at the appointment of Loeb in
ii had one in the office.
was In the room. Mr. Andrews went New York," he said, "do you think he
and an astute lawyer,
.i,i.,i, i
wh Mr riwiirht and Mr abla manperhaps
to another room. He said: "Dunne, was entitled to that great appoint-irent?- "
there was
Andrews busy reading letters.
Why.,in it so I wrote Andrews. something
ciou't you think of quitting, we are on
I presume he meant collecAndrew
con't I get that position promised v rote back: "Oh he is
to the verge of statehood.
will get you tor at $12,000 a year. I looked aghast
trying
just
AnMr.
from
received
letters
me?" I
put
off; nothing In that business." a position when I get into the United pt Mr. Andrews for criticising Roosecrews and a few from Mr. Dwight. He you me
off successfuly, I must say. Slates senate." I said:
"Andrews, velt for standing by his friends.
put
They didn't seem to understand the
It then dawned upon me, perhaps
(Laughter.) I as much as informed when will that be?" (Laughter.)
hitch themselves. Mr. Dwight said so Mr.
I went
back to Santa Fe. I might feme of the politicians of the RepubAndrews that Governor Mills was
in one letter.
putting me off successfully if such a ray that while 1 have written articles lican party, some of Ihe able men,
MR. SPIESS CALLS.
was made in Washington i Lotit Mr. Andrews and occasionally some of the profound students who
compact
1
remember rightly (a newspa- v.ith Mr. Luna and Mr. Andrews
If
and an interview with Major Llewellyn and could impart instruction to young men
per man should have a gold memcry) Ihe governor of New Mexico.
with other people, I have written ar- perhaps wouldn't
stand by their
about the middle of April, 1910. while
ticles with Democrats and those who fiiends and I said (Laughter) to my
"A
GAME."
I was working on the New Mexican I
In one letter Mr. Dwight said, as far are now Progressives; 1 do not re- - U( if, suppose after all this waiting
was informed that Mr. Charles A.
I remember, "If those gentlemen out member ever having received a nickle even in the pleasant city of Santa Fe--,
ps
in
an
zx xxx rxxxxrxrxrrxxxj
idjt
SpieBB wished to see me in
trom Mr. Andrews for any work ijiai from the great theatres, far from
are trying to work a
there
cmxxnnixxxxraxx xzuxixxxumtixirxxrr ixx iixrxixixxxxxixxxixrxzizxxTXxrrjxxiixixxiixixiTXixxiizxiTixrxjLXixixixjXTii::
ing office. I left my desk and wei.t game, let us meet them out in the have done that
to- - the activities
news-tended
have
to
a
dear
are
that
might
room. You ic'
into the adjoining
open." Finally I told governor Mills vards his candidacy for the United paper man, far from the association
member the old building of the Newi that
was
said
the
I
Slates
senate.
Dwight
position
paid my railroad fare with great intellects who give ideas,
Mexican on the plaza. I said: "Mr.
promised me. He talked then. I for- to Albuquerque; I paid my hotel bill,
after all this waiting and this
Spiess, what do you wish?" Mr. get what he said exactly, but he talk- Perhaps Andrews paid for the dinner perhaps
fuss over this oil office and this talk
Spiess-likaccustomed
his
smiled
Spiess
ed about fixing it up when he get pnd I think Major Llewellyn was pres- ing with Governor Mills and writing
smile and said: (Laughter.) "Mr.
I met him on the ent at the dinner at one time; he may litters to New York and Washington,
things adjusted.
as
1 talked to the
governor,"
Dunne,
street and he said something, about l i ve paid for all of us. Mr. Andrews perhaps if Mr. Andrews gets into the:
convertar as I remember that is the
'T will fix that matter up pretty soon." was very suave, told me lots of nice eenate he won't sta,od by It is friend:
sation,. "I talked to the governor." Of
didn't like the time he took to do it things John Dwight had said about Dunne; perhaps he will not emulate
course I knew the governor was Mills. in A check came for
fifty dollars. I mi and again and again said "don't the Rooseveltian idea.
but
of
were
lots
There
stair-climbintook it and didn't cash it for a while, leave New Mexico." I said: "I want
DECIDES TO QUIT.
me
to
Mills was governor. "He spoke
I took advice from one or two friends to leave here, I can do better
I decided when I got back to quit
office
about some position with the oil
they said: "Why of course; did where.!' "Don't leave New Mexico at New Mexico
political aspirations.
for you. It has been arranged to pay you ask them to
give you this this time," repeated Andrews.
There were other reasons, too; the
I
was
not
month."
very
a
you $50.00
money?" I said: "No, not in the be-- i
Payments from the oil office stopped work on a daily newspaper where you
pleased to see my $2500 a year position g nning, they fixed this up them-- suddenly. I didn't feel it was my duty work at
night as well as day is very
and
a
had simmered down to $000 year
selves." "Any work attached to the to go up and ask Mr. Martinez "why severe. The salary was small. As to
1 told Mr.
Spiess so. He said "where effice?" I said: "I was told I could do, don't you come through."
I didn't tbe oil inspector business, that is
did you get the idea you were to get clerical work." I asked Mrs. Chap-iifMr. Martinez to make this ar- - Messrs. Martinez and Mills, if they;
AnMr.
"from
I
said
a
$2500
year?"
t '.an on more than one occasion if 1 niiigement.
I was willing to serve w ished to play the role of Fairy goq- drews."
"Why," he said, "Mr.
could do any writing of letters.
work in the office; Mrs. Chapman r.iother they didn't seem to be playing,
n,d
Is a confounded liar; you can't was
it very actively.
quite familiar with that kind of had told me there was no work
believe him."
(Laughter.) Thi3 anmost newspaper men are. As'l didn't think it my duty to ask Mr.
I told Andrews: "I am going to
I
left
had
as
Just
much
me
very
noyed
far as oil inspecting was concerned, Martinez to oust Mrs. Chapman and quit," but I said: "Andrews, you are!
I
met
the
a.
Republican I didn't understand I was to do that ii.stall me. I
city where
thought if the arrange-thoug- an old man, I would like to see you
leaders, where they worked in such
I think I could have learned ment suited the chief executive
and go to the senate. John Dwight said
perfect harmony and spoke such nice to do it as well as the average oil in-- , the oil inspector, the law was complied that you would be the next United
in
in
and
hall
other
each
about
things
epector or deputy of New Mexico. with. Once Mrs. Chapman told me States senator, that you were a great
the press that I was shocked to hear
that this money went to the oil in- - man to get appropriations, you could
(Laughter.)
deleof
the
A.
Cnarles
Spiess speak
I presumed
I believe I made quite a fuss over spector.
he had charge on the state a lot of good. I would
I
said, this failure to
gate of New Mexico as a liar.
me. I didn't of it. I do remember that when the lil e to see you go to the senate. 1
appoint
"Mr. Spiess, I understood this promise go
:xxxxixxxxxixxxxxaxixxxxxxxxx:
talking it around Spiess had ask-- peyments didn't come I wrote An-e- t vill stick around Santa Fe even if I
v as made in Washington, made to Mr.
me not to say anything about it. 1 drews about it at certain times. He get a substitute (which I had to do; 1
He
Mills."
says,
Mr.
made
l una,
by
told Mills that; I said I didn't like generally said: "Well, they will come got Mr. Clyde Earl Ely to take the
"you can't believe anything Andrews that, not to say anything about it. ' through all right."
place temporarily) and if Mr. Walter,
tells you. Wasn't any promise at all
His said: "I don't care If you say'
Towards the fall of 1911 Andrews the managing editor should take ser-- j
about that." I said, "what Is this po- anything about it," so I
thought if the came out here and possibly you gen icusly ill you can count on Brian Boru
sition," meaning the $50 a month; governor had stood back of this thing ;tlemen know that he was prominently 1'mnne to stand at the helm and push
'
some
to
do
are
well," he Baid, "you
it must be all right; I thought if the mentioned as candidate lor the United the paper. If the policy of the paper
clerical work, something of that kind, former chief justice of New Mexico States senate. There was also some is for Mr. William H. Andrews I will
write letters in the office," he said; stood back of this thing it must be rumor that if he went Mr. Dunne furnish the copy and keep that paper
'
'
your salary will be charged up to the legal; I thought if John W. Dwight would be his secretary, a rumor I do- - running."
expense account. You needn't say end Mr. Andrews approved of any nied because I never had any inten- Andrews went on I think to Albu- (Continued

from page one).

Mr.
it.
about
Goodbye
l'linnc "good bye Mr. Spless." I left
him feeling a profound disappoint-- i
mint coming over me again. (I,augh-- !
ti r.)
have been a newspaper man, gentlemen, but I may have a temperament
that is characteristic of the Irish
credulous 1
nice; being somewhat
were
believed
going to
they
really
give me n position so I rushed over to
gee Governor Mills. I had no trou
Mr to see the governor.
It seems to
be difficult in the east to see gov- ernors ana presiuenis, uia oui iieiu n
was easy to. The first question I said
tc Governor Mills was, "what do you
think of Mr. Spiess coming and telling me this man Andrews is a liar?
He said "pay no attention to Spiess.'
"e seemed annoyed with mo as I re
reated it. He said: He has had some
lues with Andrews, don't bother about
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How Many
Steps to YOUR
Telephone

1

FLIM-FLA-

?

flim-fla-

1

An extension from

e

your presentTelephone
to the floor above will

1

elBe-an-

save you

d

g,

time and bother. It is
a blessing that a busy

1

k

housewife will appre-

An-dte-

1

j

there-work-

,

ciate every day in the
year

j

ICall on Our Manager for Ratesvl

1

j

The Mountain States Telephone

j

&

Telegraph Company.

i
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that it is the
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Three More For $120 Cash

Three Pianos

of these merchants that makes it possible for the people of Santa Fe to get
Three More For Only $90 Cash Each, Three More For $100 Cash Each, Three More For $1.10 Cash Each, and

PROGRESSIVENESS

Free,

r toe cmrEST STORES'

Each--Fiftee-

n

In All !

THE MOST REMARKABLE AND LARGEST

PROPOSITION EVER ATTEMPTED IN SANTA FE.
MODERN GRO-IILTo Win These Pianos and 30 0ther Fine Prizes, all on exhibition at any of the Contest Stores-THI IlL uUHIluIhHIO
CERY, the real modern grocery of the city; THE SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO., the big hardware and
supply house; JOHN PFLUEGER, the only real shoe store in the city. Supply your wants at these stores and help your friend?. Subscriptions to the
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN count fast 1,000 votes given for every dollar paid. Same ratio for either of the weeklies. Do not stop with the subscriptions in the city, but get your friends all over the state to subscribe. Subscriptions prior to December 31, 1912, count double.
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HE

AL KAUFMAN'S HARDEST FIGHT

TELLS

" FIGHTERS'

STORY

CLUB "HOW

JIMMY BARRY, WITH BOTH HANDS BROKEN,

HELO HIM

FOR

39

NELSON DENIES REPORT.
WILLIAM
28.
When
Ga
Feb.
Savannah,
Battling Nelson arrived in Savannan
this afternoon from New York, he de
nied any intention on the part of his
wife, Mrs. Fay King, to sue for di- vorce.
"This is staggering, ' lie Bald, when
shown a dispatch, "and as far as II
know there is not a word of truth in
it. Mrs. Nelson Is now in Denver and
I have been writing to her and receiv- The
ing letters from her regularly.
name of her father Is Jack Kine and '
he and I are the best of friends.
i
am now planning to either meet Mrs
Nelson in Chicago on March 11 or "go
to Denver to celebrata her birthday
We are on the best of terms."; ; '

'KINDLING" AT
THE ELK'S TONIGHT

ROUNDS.

Theatre patrons find "Kindling" so
ery elemental and so very human
that it's appeal is irresistible. It is
easy to suffer and plan with Heiuie
Sehultz and his wife, Maggie. Maggie
finished third in tho American league follows the
suggestion given her by
63
games, ail
iao.e, winning 88 and losing
with whom she comes
the
people
18
In
the
for a mark of .583. Wood
in order that her
hi
steals
contact
and
games which he was called upon to;
may be born in the free air of
pitch saw that .BS3 mark of his team baby
'and went it exactly 2S points hetter tho great west. She almost falls into
clutches of the law, but the fact
jhis record for (he season being Jl the
she finally realizes her great hope
that
.611
of
a
mark
7
and
victories
defeats,
The following season Wood was ill gives a particularly pleasant ending
ia great deal of the time, and work-Je- to the story. Sarah Paddens"
power has ample range in the
on the mound 25 games, winning
one less than he lost, 12 and 13 for ,rcie cf Maggie and she has scored a
ia rating of .4S0. His team finished genuine triumph in the part. She
will be
fourth in the ieaguo race w ith
supported by William

FARAH

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

Capital Bar

'

Schlitz
Lemps
BEER

California Wines
Old Taylor Whiskey

'

emo-t:om-

THANKS

FOR

PHONE 239. W.

SUGGESTION.

Wnshlnot.on. I) C... Peh. 28 Henre.
55'San Francisco Street.
.."i2l.
Xiacauly, Alice Ringling and an excel- sentative
of
Sherwood,
Ohio,
recently
with
came
.Toe
back
But Smoky
a;ient ist.
v. rote President-elec- t
Wilson suggestxii attraction will piay at, the Elks'
vengeance in 1911. While his team!
ing that the question of Philippine In- MEN LOST IN STORM
7.'
finished fifth, with 78 victories and
theatr tonight.
MAY HAVE PERISHED.
dependence be put ahead of the tariff
defeats, a mark of ,5uS, Joe performed
and currency at the extra session of
Telluride, Colo., Feb. 28. A searchin 40 games, and was on the long e'ld CEN EriAL. DIAZ SEEKS
s
is scouring
Today he received a reply ing party on
of the verdict In 23 shows, Han Johu- TO BE PRESIDENT. congress.
from Secretary Tumulty expressing the mountains in the Mount Telluride
son rating mm at .m.).
and raining district, in an endeavor to find
the president's "appreciation
Then came that
(Continued from page one)
'
A.. G. Green and II. cr. McNeill, wll
thanks for the suggestion."
ten 1912 American league campaign,!
known mining men, who became lost
vhieh will live with Boston fans for carry ihe refugee Sonora governor
in the storm Tuesday.
It is feared
a long period and with Wood for all riul his tarty, it is said that Maytore-r- SOCIALISTS OPPOSE THAT
estune, for it was last season that JoeWAR
APPROPRIATION
BILL. that the men have perished of coal
his family after the wreck,
and
and exposure.
record for vie.fet a major league
caped on horstback, in an effort to
T"6 started from the Dillon ranch
lories that has never been equaled. uacli the border, but are pursued by , Paris, Feb. 28 The unified social "
tp
Joe won 31 games and lost ."i, for the
inspect some mining properties, ex- in
of
led
chamber
ists
the
deputies,
,
tiooprf.
:hj
to return 'luesday night.
unprecedented average of .S72. When
to
have
decided
fleeting
Jean
opDEAD.
by
Juarez,
THREE MADEROS
one stops to consider that the Boston:
the additional war appropriation Since then no news of them has been
pose
2S.
Official
Feb.
D.
vie-ar.hiugton,
C,
Uam won the pennant with 103
of $100,000,000 demanded by the gov- received.
tories and 49 defeats, a mark of .fiitl aiiiioiincement of the killing of Eniilio ernment. They demand In substituone of the healthiest ever garnered by Madeio, brother of the former presi- tion for this
proposal that the chama nennant-winnlnaggregation, ami dent of Mexico, reported several times ber vote $130,000,000 for the public
a
was
in
contained
his
team's
Wood
excelled
aispatcn schools.
rating recently,
that
by almost 200 points, or 1S1, to be from Ambassador Wilson who report-exachis achievement looms up as allj.ed .'.iudero shot while leading a rebel
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. .
force in the northern slates.
the more remarkable.
Feb. 28th
h
Department of the Interior, V. S. Friday Evening,
Tii s brings the death list of
In the four years Wood has been
Boston he has won SO and lost
s jn the recent Mexican troubles, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Feb-- !
First Appearance Here of the
42 games, a percentage of .fir(!, while up Uj tnree
ruary 1, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
his team has won ."5.12 and lost 257
, Popular American DraN(J COnflrniation has been received
- .
games, for a mark of ,r,7S. This gives (; )he rc.ported deatu of Raoul
matic Star
Gurule, of La Jara, N. M., who, on
the call by 78 points over his
June 10, 1910, made Homestead Entry!
hpothe.
team. And we want to say here and
Am- - No. 013C18, for SW
Section 16,
Ci nditions In southern Mexi'.-o- ,
that the Red Sox pitching stall will basfador Wilson reports, seem rapid - Townish 22 N., Range 1 W., N. M. P.;
be anything but weak if Smoky Joe
has filed notice of inten-- .
The governor of Meridian,
ly to be improving.
Wood is himself next season.
to
five year proof, to e
to
make
former
brother
jticn
Yucitan,
Suarez, is reported to tablish claim to the land above
advised the Huerta government scribed, before Charles W. Holman,
RONEY'S BOYS AT
S. Comr., Cabezon, N. M., on March'
of his submission, as have the gov-iHOUSE
WHITE
en.ors of Tabasco, Oaxaca and Cam-- 15, 1913.
INTO THE (HHi
.
im THE
Claimant
names
as witnesses:!
jj 4
The Christmas concert given by
ae consul at Nogales, reporting .Nicolas Gutierrez, Trinidad Duran, j
"Honey's Boys" at the White House, Mudcrlsta activities in eastern So-- j !juan Duran, all of La Jara, N. M.; J.
Supported by Her Original Cast in
upon invitation of President and Mrs. r.o.a, says a band of rebels is gather- - Marino Cordova, of Cuba, N. M.
Roosevelt," to .500 of their invited ing to oppose the Huerta government,
the United Play Company's Cort
MANUEL
R.
OTERO,
The Fighters' Story club met in my with Barry was a diffrent proposition. swings and hooks. I was somewhat guests, is a matter of history. The Pi i ortiug the burning of fifteen briges
Theatre Production,
Register.
room to swap stories of experience, It was a battle of endurance, and sev- - C.scouraged over my failure to hit young people of families of the cabi Oil the Mexican cenirai
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working right, still Jake Stahl has a roster are Ray Collins, southpaw, and
pected to go to El Paso to see Orozco.
are classy bunch of tnirlers.
28. There
are
Feb.
Salem, Mass., Feb. 28. Attorneys
Buck O'Brien, spit ball Dinger. Stahl
Cleveland,
The revolutionary delegates
and Van for Wm. A. Dorr, of Stockton, Calif., raid to represent Sonora, Nuevo Leon,
those who have been decrying the
Any team that has a Joe Wood as also has Hall, a
strength of the Boston Red Sox's the backbone of its pitching staff is Kyke, a southpaw, to say nothing of who was convicted yesterday of mur- Coahuila and Tamaulipas.
pitching staff, and who claim that the to be congratulated, for this youth is several recruits whom he will look dering George K. Marsh, of Lynn, anMOBILIZATION GOES ON.
nounced today that they would apweakness of Jake Stahl's pitching bri- - one of thhe very best twirlers that over on the spring training trip.
Texas, Feb. 28. MobilizGalveston,
of
the
But back to Smoky Joe Wood. It peal the case. Dorr slept well last
ever let fly a spheriod. Then, too,
pade will work the undoing
of the second division of the
ation
world's champions the coming season.! Stahl has Hugh Bedient, who looked vas back In 1909 that this kid join- night and was in good physical con- United States
army here continued toWhile the Red Sox pitchers as a
and several yards wide not led the Red Sox. That year Boston dition today.
day with machine like precision. Owing to the great disturbances many
of the commands have been drawn
from the approximate completion of
the division is not expected for three
oi four days. The fifth brigade, unBV DICK MEAD
RONANCE OF JIMMY DOOLAN. BASEBALL
der General Smith, is expected to be
by night.
completed
AND
ALLMAN.
THE "WAR CRY."
"
CHAPTER NO. 3.
Douglas, Ariz., Feb. 28. "To arms
Show your patriotloyal Mexicans.
ism and let your powder roar," is the
VIAVl
appeal on hand bills eutitled "The
War Cry."
The document is signed "The Encampment, second volunteers of the
north," and is being circulated today
in nothern Sonora and along the
American side of the border. Desert-- j
Will Take You There in 5tyte and Comfort.
ers from federal ranks are encamped
at Cenezas Springs, southeast of Agua
:
Prieta. Communication has been re-- ;
stored below Douglas.
MADERO'S BODY INTERRED.
Mexico City, Feb. 28. The body of
former President Madero was taken
today to his old home at San Pedro
de los Pinbs for interment in the
cemetery there.
FALL SPEAKS TOMORROW.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 2S. Senator Poindexter today failed to have
RETURN LIMIT SIX MONTHS.
the senate call upon President Taft
measures
for a statement of what
THE GRAND GANYON
had been taken for the protection of
THE YOSEJVUTE VALLEY
Americans in Mexico. Senator Poindexter asked for a consideration of
such a resolution, but Senator Cullom
Let us Plan Your Trip, Arrange for Sleeping Car Accomof the foreign relations committee, inmodations On Any of Our Through Trains.
sisted that the resolution take the regular course of being referred to his I
S.
Fe, N. M.
Agent,
committee.
Senator Poindexter protested that this meant the death of
the resolution. The senate voted to
follow the course suggested by Sena
tor Cullom.
Senator Fall gave notice that he
would address the senate on the resolution tomorrow.
400 SEEK ARMS.
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Attention! Boy Scouts!
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ft Shoe Polishes

Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.
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O. C. WATSON & CO.
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THE S4NTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

j
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'

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico119 San Francisco St.,

and Grain
HayWholesale
and Retail

j

-

Manager.

.,

saHENRY KRICK&- -

--

MULLIGAN & RISING,

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

111

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

66-6-

,

Next Door to Postoffice,

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

GASPER ST.

Telephone

P

W

FINELY

GROUND

FOR

LAWNS, GARDENS, GREENHOUSES,

Lawn Dressing, per cwt "7.
Blood and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt,
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt.,
ASK TO SEE SAMPLES.

8

FOR LENT

Mustard Sardines
Sardines in Tomato Sauce

3.00

s

Soused Mackerel
Tunat-ish.14ib.ca-

n
1

In the Cold

Weather a

Rug or Carpet

We have some of the
Finest Brussels Carpets and Well-Makugs to
attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is displayed in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
which We are Going to Close Out at Cot Prices from today

lb. can 30c

17'2c,

Clam Chowder, Clams,
Clam Juice
Japanese Crab Meat
Deviled Crabs

IS A GREAT COMFORT.

de

FRESH OYSTERS
Celery,

Lettuce,

&c.

.

THE

AKERS
AND

WAGNER

UNDERTAKING

FURNITURE

CO;

.

H. S. KAUNE

8

$2.00

CO,

Where Prices are Lowest
tltfor Safe Oualltv.

Blending olive oils for
qualify and the peculiar

Interesting LettersIn the recently
published lists of Mexican leaders
who during the past century have
the first
been killed or executed,
names are those of the Cura Miguel
Hidalgo and Agustin Iturbide. Those
interested will be glad to know that
there are autograph letters of both of
leaders .to be
those revolutionary
seen in the Historical rooms in the
Palace. There is also one of Morelos,
who was almost equally distinguished.
No Quality too High for a place In
air store. We pay particular attention
to the selection of our stock and select the highest possible quality in
1 very instance.
To buoy our goods is
to guarantee quality.
Zook's Phar--r
scy.

mellow richness so
much prized is an art
of French experts.
They inherited the se-

cret from many generations, so that blending is almost a. family
affair.

These experts

know
instinctively when the
blend is right.

Moreys

Solitaire

SOME ONE IS
IN ERROR
Washington, D. C, Feb. 28. American Minister Peatipre at Havanna,
Cuba, telegraphed the state department today that former President
he
Castro of Venezuela announces
has been Invited by President-elec- t
WilBon to attend the inauguration.
He will leave Saturday lor Washing
ton and will return to Havana within
a few days.
New York, Feb. 28 Governor Wil- son this afternoon branded as untrue
the report from Havana that he had
Invited Cipriano Castro to attend the
inauguration ceremonies.
"It is unqualifiedly .false,", said the

governor.

Olive Oil
is the work of some of
the most famous blenders of Southern France,

made especially for us.
Solitaire Olive Oil is as

pure

as

it is good.

Try it it will give you
a new appreciation of
olive oil.
"The Best the Grocer
Can Deliver."

The Morey Mercantile
Company
Denver. Colorado

'

S.C.Buff Orpingtons

!

For Us

Mackerel, 12, 15, 25c
French Sardines

K.

SANTA FE, NEW MEX.
Telephone 19 W.

GORMLEY S GENERAL STORE,

iiil.HL

Bone Codfish,

$2.50
2.95
.

,

20-2- 8

We
Have

FERTILIZERS

French
xperts I

I

l

S.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer,

104 DON

FiuiiL'()qulclt-lyrlransan-

J

FOR

204

J.

H

315

Palace Ave.

MAYES

Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Grants, Etc

Land

Of

Bonds

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W.,Room U
LAIGHLIN BUILDING,

SANTA

FE

NEW MEXICO

Scratch Padi of all descriptions at
all qualities, 10 pounds for 50 cent!
New Mexican oOce.

Alfalfa, fruits, garden truck, poultry and dairy products point the
way to more than a mere living.

Colonist Excursions

INSURANCE

Surety

CALIFORNIA

EGOS

CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Phone

You Will Like

March I5tb to April 15th
ltd.'!. Tin n one-watick-it- s
from Santa Fe, ,N. ,M., to Los
Sun Francisco, Pan DIeso and
to many other noinis in California
will be sold for $30.00. Corresponding
fare from points on othur lines In connection with the S.mt.i F. J.ib.ral
stopover privllcKis.
Three fast trains daily from
City carry tourist sleepers and flee
chair cars. Harvey meals.

For tickets, reservations, information and
copy of "San Joaquin
Valley" folder, apply

H.S.LUTZ, Aft, SANTA FE, N.M

;SANTARY BAKERY!
AM ADO GUTIERREZ,

Proprietor.

Bread, Rolls, all kinds of Cakes V
Cakes a Specialty.
Pies,
Wedding Co.
bundle our
Kauoe
Urocery
Bread and lioils.

Caltes,

PHONE 34KJ. 109SALISTEO ST
Fresh Made Pretzel.

mu
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mall
Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly. :er year
Daily, per year, by

$5.00
$2.50

Dally, per quarter, by mail
Dally, per quarter, by carrier

$1.25

$1.00

Weekly, six months

$

Organized

in 1870.

fime It the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines Its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules its poiicy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presenGrowth

Then boost it on.
Take advantage of each chance
To boost it on.

Start boosting on.
Have you here gained heaps of wealth
In the Conn of perfect health?
Tell your friends to come and try.
That's boosting on.

$1.50
So

Come and join the merry dance
And boost it on.
Or a tennis game perchance,
Just boost it on.
Here the horseback rides are fine
As we climb mid spruce and pine.
Tell your friends about the place.

You've been out to Valley Ranch

Don't you love this sunny laud?
Let's boost It on. ,
You have joined tho booster's band;

RATKS

SUBSCRIPTION

Vice-Pre.-lde- nt.

The Oldest Bank in the State.

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

Stauffer

M.

L. A. HUGHES,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cuttinis;

AND NET PROFITS, $250,0

President.

Published Daily
English Weekly
Spanish Weekly

The Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
El Nuevo Mcxicano

CAPITAL, SURPLUS

Here, you know you'll find the best,
Here's a' dandy place to reBt;
Just bring out that friend of youths.

That's boosting

That's boosting

on.

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchatrs
effected.
change
Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
t-day

I

on.
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A CENSORSHIP.
Frank F. Jennings, Estancia.
that means the beginning of de- - John Morrow, Raton.
The tendency to censor petitions to the Almighty seems to be growing out of Silver City for Is a mystery
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ability accidental injuries
f
No
Our
Medical Examination Required.
idea is that the antiquated bank hold, all together and do all we can.lMexico wno- - on August 22, 1912, filed
For partial disability
weekly Indemnity.
he provided for first.
ers are a trifie more responsible.
KOOM 81, CAPITAL CITY
final
individually and collectivelv tn nut h notice ,of intention to make
GENERAL AGENTS
&
HALL
HALL
and
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giving city
old city where she belongs, among the proof in suPPOI"t of his claim under
Perhaps the bill introduced by Representative
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lSt)(l
1L.
,1.
ICnnlT...
village councils power to assess property for the cost of street sprinkling
Known cities or tne whole west.
lne cl 01 ftlarcn a,
18)11
2(J statB- - S54
the streets abutting on such property may be the most effective method of BOY LEFT HOME
If we can do this, and we can, do
as amended by
you the Act of
citizen som.
would
the
done.
It
give
street
properly
sprinkling
not think that the little investment
21, 1893 (27 Stats,
WHEN FORBIDDEN
having
Febary
now
lacks.
he
which
to
enforce
or Lots 1 and 2 Sfec- 33- - T- - 17
sprinkling
leach one will make, will pay
power
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HIS CIGARETTES jdends?
Let's try It for the next few!N'' and I'ot s Sec- - - T- - 16 N- - and
WOODY'S STAGE LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
!Sec- - 33 T- - 17 N., R. 9 E., containing
years and all get in on It.
Members of the house of representatives, we are iuformed by one of .the
28. Angered
Racine, Wis., Feb.
house corps of stenographers, talk faster than formerly. But it is not always
From
jiu an 4ti.li acres, before the Register
La Salle Restaurant
off if our because his
8nd Rece'ver, U. S. Land Office, Spnta
THE TWO METHODS
would not allow
parents
speed that makes a speech great. Perhaps we would be better
BARRANCA
TO TAOS
to
sense
to
more
than
attention
New
speed.
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After
to
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him
smoke cigarettes, Robert
Mexico,
statesmen of today gave
April 15, 1913,
all, there is some difference
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QANN,
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Prop.
North
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Meet
Both
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names
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Krempel, an
high school between our suffragettes and those in
re-- ; student
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RoCandelaria
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for
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the
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of
time
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first
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of
Mich.,
it
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would-bjester made out to be of wealthy parents, ran away from suffrage in Britain is of the stern kind mero, Jose Manuel Gonzales, Matias Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
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Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
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home
the
farce
in
case
the
determined
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staged
by
own
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was
stopping
Purity
the
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nothing whatever, whether Rael, all of (Agua Frla) Santa Fe, Regular Means, 25 cents.
the monkey,
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north bound train and arrives at
it be an attack on a cabinet minister, New Mexico.
way in the world,
in Politics,' at the capitol, yesterday morning.
at 7 p. m.
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--o50c.
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Rooms
25c
for
MANUEL
R.
Rent,.
OTERO.
Krempel found, however, that life
mobbing of parliament, a fight with
was not cne round of cigarettes poucemen or the destruction of the
mile shorter than any ether
Ten
All
Orders
seemed
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Short
Hours.
oil
Register.
coal
the
attended
who
investigation
yesterday,
The auditors
smoking, landing in Racine
a few people's mail by pouring acid into the
way. Good covered hacks and good '
BY
THE
to be Impressed with the fact that the gallant major had set a buzz saw in days
BOARD
WEEK
$5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
ago with only a few cents in mail boxes, r believe they are doing ..Subscribe for the Santa F. New
motion, in witness Dunne..
his pocket and no means
furnished commercial men to take In
9
sup- harm to their cause by precisely Mexican, the paper that boosts all French Noodle Order, 20o a dish.
$t
j
those tactics. No fight, is ever won the time and works for the upbuild-inNew Tork Chop Suejr, 60c. the surrounding town. Wire Embudc
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He.
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somesenae
new
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No Longer Cranky
About His Meals
The temper of the family and the
good cheer around the table, depend
so much ou the good digestion of each
individual present that the experi
cnces of some former dyspeptics who
overcame their trouble should be of
interest to those now suffering in this

HOUSE BILL NO.

is I

144

BY MR.

DITOR'S

The best advice one can give but
H is advice that is seldom heeded
is
to eat slowly and masticate each
mouthful carefully.
However, if slow
eating and careful mastication fail
the next aid is one close to nature,
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
This'
remedy Is an excellent digestant, and
MR. L. J. QUINN.
in addition to helping in the digestion
of the food, acts gently on the liver ccntg or one dolIar lhe latter sii,e
mid bowels, ridding them of the accu- - being
bought by heads of families
of waste that should long ready familiar with its merits. Ue
ago have passed off. It is safe,
are lwavs euaranteed or monev
and results wm be refunded.
liable, pleasant-tasting- ,
are guaranteed.
When you use Syrup Pepsin
you
In the opinion of such people as Mr. will see the
fallacy of chewing mints
L. J. Quiim, ill" Newport Ave., Chi- fand tablets or of
talcing cathartics,
cago, it is the ideal remedy for indi- salts, pills and similar drastic medigestion, no matter how severe, con- cines. Unlike these, Syrup
Pepsin
stipation, no matter how chronic, bil- does not lose its good effect, and by
iousness, headaches, gas on the stom- automatically
training Cio stomach
ach, drowsiness after eating and simi- nnd bowel muscles to do their work.
lar annoyances.
soon restores these organs
to norMr. Quinn says: "We use I)r. Cald-'mawell's Syrup Pepsin as a family rem- If no member of your family has
edy and every member of the family, ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would
from the
who is the 'like to make a personal trial of it
youngest of six children, to Mrs. Quinn fore buying it in the regular way of a
and myBelf, use it for stomach trouble, druggist, send your address a postal
fciek headache
and to regulate the will do to Dr. V. B. Caldwell, 417
bowels."
Washington St., Monticello, 111., and
You can obtain Dr. Caldwell's Sy- a free
sample bottle will be mailed to
rup Pepsin at any drug store for fifty ycu.

UNDER STATE

AU- -

j

j

25

i

TO 18 ON MEASURE!

j

j
j

muscle
The house westerday afternoon, by
i vote of 23 to IS, passed House Bill
No. 114, by Mr. Tripp Entitled an act
to provide for a uniform system of accounting, auditing and report'ng for
811 public officers throughout
the state
i nder the supervision of the state auditor and repealing Sections, 2, 3, 4
and 5 of Chanter 54 of the Lows of
l:iO:
and Chapter (il of the Laws ol
1012.

CHAS.

are under size under weight. Some grow
tall and thin, others are backward in studies
pale and frail improper assimilation is
usually the cause.
If your children arc not rugged and
ruddy and rosy bubbling with energy
and vim at all times, you owe them
SCOTT'S EMULSION nature's concen-trate- d

TRIPP

OFFICE.

STANDS

7:

Some Growing Children

'

VOTE

T

T

WOULD PLACE STATE AND COUNTY OFFICIALS

Montezuma
Lodge
No, 1, A. F, & A. M.
communiRegular
cation first Monday
of each month at
at
Masonic
Hall

it

ACCOUNTS

Well-Know-

WAN

MASONIC.

NEW BILL ON

Has Perfect Digestion From the Use
of a
Remedy that all
Can Obtain.

vay.

'FRATERNAL SOCIETIES1

HOUSE PASSES

nourishment

and brain.

to build body, bone,

Tr.dc-M.r-

k

Scott

SCOTT'S EMULSION
&

M.

FOR RENT A three or six loom
house furnished or unfurnished. Apply to 11. S. Lowitzki.

Santa. Fe Chap'er No
1, H. A. M.
Regular
second
convocation
Want to pell or trade your property?
Monday of each month Ask for oar free big list. Sulthwetit
Hull
at
at Masonic
Leal Estate Exchange, .Moriarty. N.
7: CO p. m.
.M.
J. A. MASSIK,
II. P.
ARTHUR S ELI OMAN,
MAMMIE WAXTKH I'hone No. 2J
Secretary.
ind men and wagon will haul away
mid clean your
barnyard free of
Santa re Comrnanilery sharp'.
"?Z"i

V?

'

innrlnvn

negumi
IVIrtn.

mirth

FOR SALE Second hand nugHy,
at used only a .short time, rubber tires,
Masonic Hall at 7:30 automrible seat. Cost 512.", will taL"
p. m.
$CU.
Call 22:1 Ilickox street.
WESLEY O. CONNER, Jit E. C.
IW. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
FOR $1.50 per acre the Big Four
lUiH, - u
"30" Gas Tractor w ill plow your land.
Santa Fo Lodge of Fe';- (Any form of traction work solicited.
fectiou in. 1, 14th de- - 'Virgil H. Campbell, Mountainuir, New
gree. Ancient and Ac- - Mexico.
cepted Scottish Rite of:
Free Masonry meets on
ROOMS FOR RENT One or two
the third Monday of each month at furnished rooms and a suite of rooms
7 : ISO o'clock in the evening in the New all
with steam heat and modern conRite veniences.
Scottish
Cathedral.
Visiting
Apply 21:7 Washington
.Masons are cordially invited to attend. avenue.
A.
JAMES
MASSIE, 32,
Venerable Master. ..SALESMAN
to sell new education
CHAS. A. WHEKLON, Secy.
specialty to school board3. Exclusive
Liberal
territory. No eompentition.
B. P. O. E.
proposition. Union School Furnishing
Santa Fe LodgeNo Company, 1034 W. Van Buren St., ChiB.
P. O. E., cago, 111.
4011,
holds its regular
session on the sec
TYPEWRITERS
fourth
ond
nnd
Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired. New
Wednesday cf each platens furnished.
Ribbons and supV i i t ing
month.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
brothers are In
and rented. Standard makes handled.
and welcome.
All repair work and
typewriters guarFRANK T BLANDY,
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
ExExalted Ruler,
change, I'hone 231 W.
P M. A. L1ENAU,
Secretary.
:i?

Children need

YV.

Mrs.
St.

washing.

418 San Francisco

Freeman,

FOR HTXT Furnished rooms for
.Mrs, F. W. Dud'
light housekeeping.
ley 2'i9 Jefferson.

HO.

E. H. PA IT.,
E. LINXEY, Secretary.

Men's

WAN'TKI)

.n

to progress.

Bownk, Bloom field, N. J.

day

in each month

1.

,

fairs of every state and county public tion projects, pumping plants etc.,
office and officer and of every state from taxation for six years.
It was urged that this hill would
find county institution as often as he;
On every such ex- - encourage irrigation and the influx of
deems necessary.
aniination

'

inquiry shall be made as to capital in developing

-

'

lands.

.
This in effect, is really to annul the tlit monies and appropriations roceiv-- j
b. No. 611, by Mr. Speaker, an
'
functions of the office of the state cti and disbursed by such oflice, act to provide for the improvement of
traveling auditor, a Democratic official whether the requirements of the law the streets of Santa Fe by the use of
I'.nd place the duties of that oflice un-- j t.ave been complied with, nnd euch convict labor.
tier the state auditor, a Republican of-- : 'other matters as the state auditor may
n
ov jj,. speaker, an
j
l.
The state auditor shall nct giving women the right to hold
ficial.
pi escribe.
reThe bill
There was considerable debate on have power to administer oaths, to
appointive state offices.
the bill, Mr. Clancy terming the meas-11- 1 quire any officer to appear ana testify placed a limit 011 women holding of-a- i'
d to produce books and papers atjfice where the salary exceeded $1500
e as an indirect slap at the governor who appoints the traveling audi- such examinations. Wilful false swear-- ! a year but was amended to remove
tor. Mr. Clancy asserted that the bill ing at such exam'nations snail be per- that restriction.
H. I). No. 60, by Mr. Speaker, apwas for the purpose of taking the ac- jury and shall be punished as such. A
j
counting of finances in the state away leport of each examination shall te propriating $25,000 for a wagon bridge
rmde and filed in the office of the across the Rio Grande near San
from supervision of the executive.
date auditor.
The house declined by a vote of
to 19 to table a motion to pass the bill
Sec. (',. It shall be the duty of the
Senate iill No. 60, the mine inspecvK-ewith ten times that amount in eastern end another motion to table the bill. state auditor to supervise the compil- - tor act.
bill
OPPORTUNITY
:m Ion of the tax rolls of the several
The vote on the passago of the
newspapers or magazines.
II. 11. No. M0. by Mr. Cartel-- , definas follows:
counties of the state, and on or before j ing the crime of seduction was tabled
PPrtnlty Is with us now. With siod
Baca, Ulanchard, the first day of January of each year, indefinitely.
NflW the adjournment of the legislature our Ayes: Miguel E.Chrlsman,
Cooney, j prepare and furnish to the state board SENATE WOULD BUILD
llUIV chance for participation officially in an Catron, Chaves,
Coodell, Hilton, Ui' canalization, for its information,
exposition given In a city tied to Xew Cordova, Downs,
uru.T-.-.EL RITO NORMAL AGAIN.
Rooms, Houses &
Lobato, Lopez, Lucero, general abstract of the property of the
Mexico In indissoluble bonds of his- Te
Santa
Camp
II.
No.
Mr.
S.
the
lor
141,
Hums,
by
PaTHE OPPORTUNITY
FOR ADVERTISING NEW
What Have You to Rent ?
slate, which abstract shall show by
13514. M. W, A
jtory and tradition, that If let pass wiilj'Iaiizanaras, Montoya. Moreno,
i
lean
List 11 with MRS- - SUMMERS, Room
UMJUTD
IC ,;e a source or regret past computation
SKiumore, icomos, counties tne valuations or me inner' rcuuimiug ui lueEl jtauin-.nu-was
Mrvinn IM 1 TrilillP
yuiniana,
Tuesmeets
second
tabf-uinormal scnool at
into
tfinifiii.il lu will lie entiA
passed
muimw in n I
nf tirnnertv
t.nr r.liQsifiontiniiH
ljjf no linvo u u-- ji, in hrinn Trniilln. Varuns and Ynimer.
Laughlin BIock.
day each month,
a vote of
th s""t0
Na:s: Marcos C. de Baca. Roul- - Bh0wn by the assessment rolls.
PRESENTING ITSELF. WE SHOULD NOT tell the tourtet-- He
of many dollarsj
Rooms and houses furnished or
cial meeting third
and mUCh eitiure"ot
Campbell, Casados,
7
Inwr.re, Carter,
AVhen a system of uniform
g
LET IT
at Fire- - furnished. A select list always on
d ,Virp ,,'f .T,, far ult rent, d olie
rWi.ll RIAinUI COME AUAinheallh and r(,creation and riches
al, 0(her!C!ancy, Evans, Cage, Garcia, Gurule, n,.C0UIltinK ia decided
Visit- Hall.
man's
a
school
are
and
anarterB
IM VriDC
conducting
.
hnsinesa
win
- mati0r
Mr.in.r
- NMMi. c.uaitor snau.. install
fti ibntin.
sucn system ana there at the present time, pending ing neighbors welcome.
Saves You Time
j
jouun me iiuijeuiH ut nis coming. ierC.s, uogers, amnn ana xuny.
A. G. WHITTIER," Consul.
instruct all officials as to its opera-- ,
Money.

IS

KNlirKINR
iVIIUlmlllU

Ranches

?rfy

lm,f.i,. t:c

hd-

"pon;'.ue...

Miin

nction by tho state legislature.
us pusn ior a greater state fair than
Absent: Ilurg. Labadie and Tuck t:on.
The senate also passed S. H. No. 87,
ever before for 1913 and provide for or
'CA,1V omclal wno 8mm re- providing punishment tor the theft ot
Mr. Doolev safd. in effect: Opoor tench an exhihit that win imn,.
....
rn.. w
tho
'
f"se or ufi8Iect to malie reports or ex- - electric current, water or gas.
timity knocks at every man's door, visitor to San Diego with all the facts'
1UI1 ill IUI 1IIUI.IUI1,
111,
VI IVJ
11. ,, L. J ll'BU It 1U11
Jl
and sometimes just knocks and walks spoken with an official authority which!
IVlll, Ulll"
IliiUlLn,
ia
1.
state
the
That
auditor
Section
or testify or to produce books ty desks from the constitutional conumo win commana tne attention it deserv- ipppear
away, uui 10 ume oppui uinuy
to!
authorized and directed
hereby
St..
Michael's college, also
into the house and finds a man asleep es.
.
'..
,
tr papers, or to adopt and use prop- - ventlon to
or methods of ac- passed the senate.
.
er books, forms
and wakes hiin up and gets him out.
Tho San Diego exposition has offer-- ! I
......
.
.
II
illHl IL'UUI I I1K n
till
niiu.ll
S. B. No. 172, by Mr. Mabry, a new
end then some turn and get back into ea every cooperative effort nossible.
counting, wnen notineu or requirea so
. . lie uniform for all state and county' to do
,
Krwl
state auditor, or who state banking law which carries with
the
by
"anr.thn ulmrt .tan fliia Inut til ..Anl.,n
and institutions, penal, refor shall
"TIC wuii
violate any of ths it a guarantee of bank deposits as is
otherwise
in nuBi
u. vi
iui UB WllilL 11 CUU UDQ Will QO
- n,
Ln,1
i:intui), euuuuLiiJiicii ui uuaiiLauic, uiiu
if advantage was not taken of the nnd what it is anxious to do.
j,.,v,.i incorporated in the laws of Oklahoma.
accounts of
to
S. B. No. 173, by Mr.
McCoy
Thousands of wealthy people have illicit shall exhibit true
and
a
of
great San Diego exposition in 1915.
upon
misdemeanor,
guilty
dls- Much has been said and written of an itinerary marked out. Thousands all funds collected, received and of-- conviction thereof shall be punished amend section 110 of tho laws of 1903
and
state
j
nil
county
bcrsed by
the advantages to be gained, but none of people in comfortable
circumby a fine of not loss than fifty dollars an act for the harmonizing of the
recited to date more than equal the stances are making plans to have tho Peers, and shall show the receipt, use. or by Imprisonment for not less than school laws.
S. B. No. 174 by Mr.
dissemination
of the knowledge
of year 1915 a vacation to take the place r.nd disposition of all public property; thirty days or both such fine and imDoepp, to,
New Mexico's climate.
of the vacation in both the years 1S1J the income, if any, derived therefrom;
amend chapter 34 of the laws of 1907,
prisonment.
sources
of
all
from
the
public
for a state board of health and medireceipt
On the railroad with enrs trailing in and 1914, thus combining
their re
Sec. 9. Upon the request of the gov- re- -'
the coal smoke of a locomotive onejBCurcps tor this purpose and for that income and the amounts due or an oi nor, tne state auuuor snau suun u cal examiners.
c. ived from each source, and
S. B. No. 175, by Mr. Holt, authorizknows little of the azure sky the pure year.
hi,n ny data that he may have in
neces-ing county commissioners to transfer
air and water of our state, but ride Tl'e tourist does not consider vouchers . and other documents,
V,1.,
nn
from
examination
the
nnsspas
court house repair funds to the court
dar in and dav out wishing for a Dlace much less stop to see unknown coun-- ' sary to lEOiate anu prove me vanaiiy !cf any state or county official or
pub house building
fund.
to shake off the ennui of days of travel tr3'- 14 's "P to us to make a detailed ol ever transaction and claim
lie institution; he shall also upon the MOUNTED POLICE BILL
and the days become longer and long-- showing of a vast resource of his-Sec. 2. Separate accounts shall be
proceed to
AGAIN ON CALENDAR.
er until with a trip across the conti- - torlcal treasure of climate and ofjl.ept for every appropriation or fund, request of the governor
the examination of any Btate or countjr
On motion of Mr. Holt who said the
of
nent the average traveler, after thou health.
each
manner
and
date
the
.'slowing
or
tfficial
institution.
public
sands of miles, has ceased to even look
Republican majority desired a further
w"'emoer, tne closest business man payment made out of the funds pro'
Sec. 10. The state auditor Is here-- ! conference senate bill No. 112 to aholat the country which whirls past tlw!""-- Ior 1118 Pfeasure and recreation. .ded by such appropriation or fund,
me man or moderate means lay3 the name and address of the person, by authorized to deputize any of hi3 Ish the state police, senate bill No.
car window.
out the provisions 105 the district
f
rti'nnf'itfnr. nr a acAfl tin II tfl f.tsistants to carry
attorney bill and sen- What if this trip was broken in New asiue ior ine days of complete rest
..o ipii me lounsi. uoiivince
ate bill No. 97 the Navarro fence law
for oi' this act.
nnmA u'hr nnirL find
Mexico? What if we made provision
tha
him'v.hom
Run 11
of what
e nave and that we have.,..
Chnntpr fil of the laws Cf
,., .1
to keep that portion of our state fair moro
wimt pui puoc aim U ,..w
,
i.v ,i,,itv, 3912 and Section 2, 3. 4 and 5 of Chap- - were put over until today's calendar.
....... on,. Diam :111 ui
union,
at Albuquerque, which could be so ar- nnrl If thnr,
it was paid.
rf
1.1
-o
ter 54 laws of 1903 are herby re-- 1
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Ur IaC'8
ranged, open from April 15th to NoSec. 3. The state auditor shall re- Department of the Interior. IT. 8
vember 30th, 1915? Such a thing
from every state and county of- pealed.
Sec. 12. All acts and parts of acts Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan
....v,
.iiaiuitriti Ui
would be of incalculable benefit to our our
business within the first thirty tk.ial and all state and county institu- ii. conflict herewith are hereby re- uary 25, 1913.
state. More can be said face to face
tions, receiving slate appropriations,
of 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Nlcolae
with $75,000 throughout the year 1915 uays
financial reports, covering the full pealed.
Every city in this sfato
BILL
at San Diego that would stop the tout
Gonzales, of Galinteo, N. M., who, on
in accordance IRRIGATION
CAUSES HOT DEBATE. January C, 1908, made Homestead
ist in this state tha
should get the transenntinont.!
v.ith forms and methods prescribed
Sec.
SW
an
authority on lrriga-- . 05258, No. 127C3, for S
expert
Only
qarter-Phoulto advertise "stop over"
also
He
reuire
may
Towncould have caught the 20, N
privilege- s- by hIul'
Section
NW
matters
tion
29,
establish bureaus of Informa ,y and mon,nlJr reports and special
the ship 10 N., Range 13 E., N. M. P.
re- - drift of most of the debate in
tion should be
prepared to tell of its sports at any time; all of which
house yesterday afternoon over house Meridian, has filed notice of intention
oe
uwii cuumry ana city should
iunu
upon
pieounucu bill No. 42 by Messrs. Llewellyn and to make five year proof, to establish
unsel-ports snaji
fishly advertise and boost every sister y the state auditor, and he may
conclaim to the land above described, beof the state and pass the word fiire a"y or 8,1 of BUch rePrts to be Morenorelative to the proper
struction and maintenance of irriga- fore H. C. Kinsell, IT. S. Comr., at
that New Mexico citizenship is not a certified under oath.
tion ditches, return of unused waters Stanley, N. M., on March 6, 1913.
If You Feel Fagged to a Fin- local one, but that the wnrH v
See. 4. It shall be the duty of every
names
to public streams and declaring all
Claimant
as witnesses
Mexico" means "New"
ish and Utterly Used Up
Mexico, and n state and county officer and employe natural
basins, creeks, and Faustin Tapla, Benito Romero, Isabel
..".u umi sianas tor a united "boost
Here is Quick Relief.
tob7p,,bi.c waterway for Tapia and Hilarlo Baca, all of Galls
spirit. We must not let tha
and to make
and providing penalties teo, N, M.
that
purpose
spirit die.
Hie methods and forms prescribed by
for violations of the act.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
We believe that the
the state auditor.
The bill was a short measure and
Register.
of the people know of representatives
Sec. 5. The state auditor, shall have its terms are fully set forth in the
these benefits
to be derived and know
affinancial
the
into
examine
to
they will take power
above title. The chief objection apNew Mexican want ads. alwaj
advantage of them.
They are the
peared to be to the use of natural bring returns.
thinkers" for tho "greatest good to
drainage basins, creeks, canyons and
the greatest number," and as
such
for returning flood waters to
arroyos
30,000 VOICES.
will take no chances pn
SHE
SAID
seeing
It was contended by some
streams.
state left on the outside of this
Don't Be Chained to the Hitching
of the members that such a law would And Many Are the Voices of Santa
great opportunity.
Post of Wearyland.
in all the years
FAINT do great damage to lands of property
WOULD
Fe People.
Half the people you meet complain of that have passed, our closest exposiowners who were below certain ditchweary muscles, stagnant brain, Jangled tion has been a long way east, to the
es. The Santa Fe valley was freely
nerves, and a mournful desire to lay far east stands the center of popula-tion- ,
Thirty thousand "voices What a
Stand used as an illustration.
down and Just quit. Most of these people
grand chorus! And that's the numof us and the population of the Mrs. Delia Long Unable to
been
nervines
that spasmod- west for
have
Mr. Vargas took occasion, during ber of American men and women who
using
On Her Feet More Than a Few
years made by the
ically flare up the nerves only to die
the debate to pay his compliments to are publicly praising Doan's Kidney
e are now ready to invite pioneer.
Avoid
set- down again, as die they must.
the
Minutes at a Time.
nf uui mate, n
legal members of the house and at- Pills for relief from backache, kidne
..w.v ui
nerve stimulants. Bear in mind that this Mfimant
uecades may
torneys In particular. He took an es- and bladder Ills. They say it to
worn out feeling Is due to poor blood, pass before another great exposition
friends. They tell It in the home pa- r
to bacteria in the water you drink; to will be to the west of our state
Mrs.
pecial shot at young Mr. Catron.
Delia
Ga.
Long,
Pendergrass,
If
"I am a farmer nnd I know about pers. Santa Fe people are In this
recent letter, says:
the multiplying of destructive germs in we are idle now what
a
In
of
this
place,
may be
the blood faster than they can be overVe need the tourist as much expect? "For five or els. years, 1 suffered agon-le-s irrigation," said Mr. Vargas. "I know chorus.
Here's a Santa Fe case.
as the
come by the white corpuscles; and to
with womanly troubles.
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St.,
about lands, what they will produce,
tourist
needs us.
a
more
what is .known as
that conthan
I
couldn't
sit
up
Often,
etc. and etc."
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The splenWe should hasten to
dition where the venous or Impure blood
put ourselves few minutes at a time, and it I stood
He said that all some members did results I obtained' from Doan's
accumulates faster than It can be re In his way and having all he desires, on my feet long, I would faint.
placed by the red arterial blood.
u wun us ror each successiv
I took Cardul, and it helped me im- knew about irrigation was learned in Kidney Pills several years ago has
"
If you feel played out go to any drug season. Give us
Now, I can do my work all riding about over the lands in auto- been permanent and for that reason,
mediately.
the
tourist and when
store and ask for a bottle of 8. 8. S.. he goes
and don't suffer like I did." mobiles. Judge Toombs took excep- my confidence in them has increased,
the
time,
from
the
"top of the world"
Swift's Sure Specific. Here is a remedy
Take Cardui when you feel 111 in any tion to the remarks about the legal I suffered from a dull, heavy ache in
he Wi" corae back t
that gets at work in a twinkling; it just
o,8,?'
weak, tired, miserable, or under
way
top
Into
blood,
your
world," to the balsam air the weather. Cardul is a strength-buildin- profession and Mr. Rogers, who also the small of my back and was subject
naturally rushes right
scatters germs right and left, up and
is an attorney, delivered an impas- to headaches and dizzy spells. I
trout 8tam, to the
tonic medicine for women.
down and sideways.
felt tired, had no ambition and
Xt has been found to relieve pain and sioned address on law, starting in with
me
l
continent.
Tou feel better at once, not from a
caused by womanly troubles, the laws of a divine providence and was in poor health when I procured
distress
KNOX
of
action
drugs,
RtCEIVES NOTE BUT
stimulant, not from the
and Is an excei'ont medicine to have os running steadily down the line to the Doan's Kidney Pills. It did not takej
but from the rational effect of a natural
hand at all times.
laws of New Mexico.
long to cure me and from that day toi
timeas
and
Just
active
as
medicine Just
Cardui acts on the womanly constiWashington, D. C, Feb. 28. The
In
lost
the
been
The discussion dragged along until this, I have been free from kidney
has
man
who
to
as
a
ly
womanly
up
strength,
building
BriU8h government tution,
I willingly confirm the
six o'clock and the debate was complaint.
mountains, is about starved and comes tl10
toning up the nerves, and regulating almost
American note
across a settler just cooking a savory tojhe
closed by Mr. Chrlsman of San Juan public statement I gave in January,
organs.
regarding
the
womanly
meal of good honest beef. Do not neglect
Its half century of success is due to county. Whereupon some one moved 1907, telling of my experience with
r,fma anal zone totolIs
It will
to get a bottle of S. S. S.
to1ay
It has done good to thousands. to table the bill and it .was promptly Doan's Kidney Pills."
lde'iveJredl
merit
Secretary
few
a
make you feel better In just
Ambassador Bryce. Though
Will you try it? It may be just what tabled. The house then adjourned unFor sale by ail dealers. Prtce 50
laboraIn
the
It Is prepared only
naturally of great interest to Secre-Ur- yon need. Ask your druggist about til this afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Foster-Mllbur127
Co., Buffalo,
cents,
Swift
Co..
tory of The Swift Specific
Knox, he will make no effort to Cardui. He will recommend
rre
their
New
sole agents for the United
the
for
were
Send
York,
bills
Ga.
by
These,
passed
Bldg., Atlanta,
consider
a
It
but will allow the negoU. B. Write to ! U4I' Alvtaenr DM.,puMa
book telling of the many strange
States.
house:
Madkin Co.. Oniunoota. Tenn..for Bpttial
that afflict the human family VT tiations on the American side to be Jiutntetittn.
Remember the name Doan's and
book. ''Horn. TntaumH
H. B. No. 41, by Messrs. Llewellyn
anil
blood.
continued by his successor in office
of impoverished
Lun vnpttr, a ratyMM.
W Wbm."
and Moreno, an act exempting irriga- - take no other.
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Estas-Pythia-
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Room 12, Second Floor. Capital Cltv
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
Rooms l, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Houre 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

Office 202 Water St., Hours,

Phones

A. T., & S. F. R'Y

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

carries passengers

m.

4

eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning,
a. m.

arrive Santa Fe 12:30

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

M

be

CTC. GUNTER, M. D.,
PHVS1CAN

and

SURGEON,

9
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
prompiy attended day or night.

Rooms

18-1-

HOUIRS:
OFFICE
2 to 4
7 to 8

to II a. m.,
NOTICE

p. m

p. m.,

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
January 28, 1S13.
a
Notice is hereby given that
Pino de Alarid, heir of Jose
de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.,
who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Home- stead Entry No. 014579, for SW
SW
Sec. 31, Twp. 12 N., and
N
Section
NW
NW
SW
6, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-- :
tion to make five year proof, to es-- :
tabllsh claim to the land above de-- 1
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 10th day of March, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Baca, Placldo Lopez, of Leyla,
N. M., Antonio
Villanueva,
Agustin
Ramirez, ot Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Filo-men-

4

2

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.

to J P.

used

9

to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecos Val
ley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p,
No. 3

I

(Office, 220 W
1
ReMdeoce, 9 J

Work. Portable Coils to
at patient' home.

ay

TIME TABLE
Effective January Ist, 1913.

s

J. McGUINNESS

Attorney-at-Law-

visiting

j

i

-

"

'

Knights are most
cordially invited.
RlNEOARDT, K. of It. and S.
A. P. HILL, C. C.

at

-

aw.

Courts and before

N. M.

Hall.

4

ii

In the

-

meets.

h!,,ar:

.i..

Chas. R. Eattey,
EASLEY,

Attorneys-a- t

Practice

y

j

.
&

Land Department.
Land 8rantB a"i titles examined.
Santa Fe Lodge
NM branch Oflice,
No, 2, Knights
of,Santa Fe-

j

and Worn Out

.

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.

'

n,J

MOULTON,

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

at the
Firemen's Hall.

-'

r,Q;.

of

iday

j

!le

Brotherh-

month

O.

Attorney-at-Law-

of American Yoemen.
Meets first Fr-

-

"1,,

HARRY

ood

-

2?tta32rm

CARDS

Santa Fe Lodge
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
meets
regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
In Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothCity Attorney.
ers always welcome.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
Lodge No. 2u9. nolds its regular!
G, W. PRICHARD,
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
Attorney and Caunsellor
Practices in a'l the District Courts
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
come.
and gives special attention to cases
BENITO ALARID, President.
before the State Supreme Court,
DAVID GONZALES. Secretary.
Oflice: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.

1

8

PROFESSIONAL

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.

Mir,.'

1-- 4

Just Try a New Mexican Want
ant aulck returns.

if you
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
OIL INSPECTOR

wumB&sa

A WOMAN'S PROBLEM

(Continued

i

'

PROBE

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1913.

JUST A SMILE

MAY BE MADE.

from page one),

RECEIVED!'

JUST

MAY SEND HIM

TO GALLOWS

F. ANDREWS

Line of D. M. C. EMB. FLOSS In
colors. A'so full line of PRINCESS
glv-- ;
a woman often sees wrinkles, hollow circlos under eyes,
In the looking-glas- s
Stockton, Tali'., Feb. 2S. A nnile and ROYAL SOCIETY FLOSS in
"crow's feet," nil because she did not turn to the right remedy when worn
cost the life nf "Si ent ' Caison. colors for use In working trie new
mg of a bond liy tlio inspector to tho
Hackache, headache,
down with those troubles which are distinctly feminine.
In lite turn of ifli.uoi for the
three
untold
drains
and
years ('arson hns been mi- line of t IBRARY SCARFS, PILLOWS,
TO EAT
suffering
nervousnes
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING
bring
upon
territory
vitality
lassitude,
pains,
'
or his duties ner si nteme of death for at acking CENTRE PIECES, STAMPED BAGS,
to womanhood and the face shows it. The nervous system and the entire
iulthful
perfi.rniiincis
of
effect
make-utonic
the
feels
womanly
m:i gives him owi r to appoint dep-- i ii prison guard in a bleak for liberty, etc., which are the late designs just
itiriitg ihat time lie baa not spoktn a received.
my inspectors.
S iHclities that The In.spcc-to- l v or.l i.r (Its lay((l the slightest emoor deputy inspeclois is ent ikd to tion under the in; st rigorom tests.
It allays and subdues nervous excitability, irritability, nervous exhaustion, and
Kvon ehlot'oU). in could tot briak his
demand and meive t'loin the owner-other distressing symptoms commonly attendant upon functional and organic
df any oil, gusol.ne or imptliti insLect-- ' tacit hi ttity.
diseases of the feminine organs. It induces refreshing sleep and relieves
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA,
Known everywhere nnd for over 41) years
lie was finally adjudged insane,
mental anxiety and despondency.
( ti, one cent
lor rneh gallon ho in- ns the standard remedv for thodisetises of women. Your dealer in medicines
'ihu woul "iittpilia" was r.'id removed to si state hospital, but
sells it in liquid or
tablet form; or you can Bend SO
stricken out by un amendatory act, today it became known that one of
PhoneNQ-- 4
stamps for a trial box of Dr. Tierce's Favorite Prescription tablets. Address
Dr. R. V. I'ierce, Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute, buffalo, N. Y.
vhicU la Chapter 22 of the l aws ol the hospital attendants reported this MARSHALL READV
.1:1115.
Thin section makes it the duty veek that he had Biuiled. New tests
TO TAKE HIS
DR. PIERCE'S PLEASANT PELLETS REGULATE AND INVIGORATE
each
cf
inspector and each deputy In- are being conducted, and physicians
GRANULES.
SUGAR-COATEV
TIN
STOMACH, LIVER AND BOWELS.
NEW OFFICE;
spector to keep an accurate record of "lo have Carson under observations
his Inspections and, at the beginning pay that his smile may result in a
w of former findings, and execueach month, each deputy Inspector
Washington, D. C, Feb. 28. Vice- President-elec- t
Marshall arrived iu
forward to the territorial inspec-tc- tion of the death sentence.
lo
i;
tiled today at the oflice of the state
a true copy of his record and all
Washington at 3 p. m. today and was a
;
lira-the
met by a committee Including a delecorporation commission by
monies received by him for his inOUT DAY
zos Mining Co., of Chama, capitalized flections: and in
in each
gation ot senators headed by Mr.
January
Colonel .lacobo ('haven, superin- iat $250.(imi divided into dollar shares.
Kern of Indiana;
HIS
AS
the territorial inspector is to
LIGHT
Representatives
year
tendent of insurance department, The stockholders are: Arthur Kelly. make and deliver to the governor a re-- !
headed by Mr. Dixon of Indiana, and
PUNISHMENT
,r. C. Price, Henry lie Yapp,
Phillip
citizens headed by Henry R. B.
sent another check to state treasurer
pott of the Inspections made by him-- ;
Voight and T. Donahue, each taking sell' and deputies during the preced
His arrival marks the acC N. Matron for a part of the Feb- l.oOO
Chama.
and all living at
J.os Angeles, Calif., Feb. 28.
tive beginning of the inaugural
calendar
ruary business of his office. The H. X. shares is named
mg
year.
as agent.
DeYupp
for u series, ot' smail forgeries,
HEADQUARTERS FOR
cheek was for $267M.)7. The departSection 4, 5, ti and 7 refer to violaA.. J. Hentn, louuder and former presment has done a big business this
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New tions of the act, whether by dealers or
ident of a loose leaf book nianut'actur-iii- BIG FIGHT OVER
month.
HIGH-GRADMexican, the paper that boosts all irspectors and are not material at;'
TUBERCULOSIS RULES
company of Milwaukee, gouged
lime.
riresent
tin.
NEW COMPANY.
the time and works for the upbuildDenver, Cok) Feb. 2S. A bitter
There is no requirement, any where cut both o his eyes iu
were ing of our new State.
Articles
of Incorporation
'flplif nvor tha l.ill lnn.lina,l 1.,. Cn- hi the act that, the territorial insnec-- , Uitnt.
i.v iu in linv nvpr hiiv nf tho monies1 "1 do not. believe in Euicide.' ex- ator miuer Reynolds and passed in
4 received, whether by him directly, or plained Iteinn. "I want to die a the senate, requiring registration of
T from his deputies, but ihe deputies are i f.tural death. Eut I shall never see tuberculosis cases and making quaran
.
. .
T
and fumigation regulations, raged
J
AND
lo send to him all monies received by duvliuhl again or lorgo another check,
ip the house of representatives
to
No provision is U nd l am more at. peace man i uav
them for inspections.
Noon
recess
was
before
'
taken
day.
made for any salary to any inspector I ten for some time.
a vote was reached In the committee
Ileum mutilated himself with a
and it seems clear that the inspection!
of the whole. The house, however,
into
had
fallen
that
fees were intended to constitute the;trnall penknife
had already amended the bill, so that
comnensation for all the work per-- H.e lining of his coat ana was over
lt is PnsHe,i' ft must go back to the
looked by the police who searched !if
formed.
senate tor concurrence,
ilie amendPieces
Are II HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
l.im.
same1
The nature of the ofll"e is the
ment consists of the Insertion of the
II
i cinv
!
as that of any other territorial office:
before
the word "physi"attending"
HOTEL cian"
of- FIRE DESTROYS OMAHA
to
that
nd
matter
.
any
in
pertaining
the section of the bill re1 1
SLUM- CREMATING AS THEY
lice must be a proper subject of ln-- !
quiring registration.
BER.
vestigation by the legislature.
Representative Sweet of Denver, deAs to wether the funds collected
clared that the enactment, of the bill It further contends tho ordinance
is
from
page one).
(Continued
v ould spread the belief that Colorado void, that the city has no power to
the coal oil inspector are public
I. ad barred health
fix telephone rates and that the rates
funds or not, I am complle'd lo say
seekers.
lagement of the hotel, probably saved
Thomas and Kava contained in' the ordinance were fixed
that they must be regarded as the
Representatives
score of persons.
sonal property of the coal oil inspec- - the lives of over a
mingh, of EI Paso county, endorsed v Ithout hearing and are confiscatory
was awakened by the cry or lire the bill, and the former read
tor, the only provision of the statute lie
hurried through the from a number of Colorado telegrams
Snrinirs
with regard lo them, as hereinbefore ,nd,
BISHOP McCONN ELL SAILS.
filled hallways, arousing the residents
'smoke
favoring the measure.
41111 Itt It'll, Ul'1115
HlciJC-lU- i
UUll
a
in
succeeded
He
Colo., Feb. 28. Bishop and
Denver,
getting
guests.
Your income may be fixed, or it may be more at one time
of
I
Colorado
to
coal
unable
am
Representatives
shall receive them,
Mrs. Francis J. McC'onnell
nu n er 01 persons out u. .. uu . ,.u c.ltrntor8
of the
before
an
than another. You have no control over that.
the senate
appeared
see how they can be considered
Methodist Episcopal church, whose
They tommittee on m,n,
building, all of them half clad
lagt , ht tQ
But there's one way for every good housewife to Increase it
public money any more than are the were taken to nearby places of
home is in Denver, and who have been
retuge,,. aaa,nBt
of U)e
w
ices collected by a notary public for for the time.
she can buy well.
,.
unable to leave Mexico City on acD
Mn
i
Milt
i.im
iJflOOCU
tl
or
services performed by him,
by any
count of the recent fighting, and disBitter cold made conditions unbear hy the iiiujvi.iniu
That does not mean to buy cheaply. For cheap merchandhouse.
Is
other officer, whose compensation
able. The firemen had hardly start-ise is often inferior.
.
arranged train service, sailed from
:
ry fees alone, without, any require-- ;
streams on the burning hotel until
Vera Cruz today. TIUb Information
Learn from the pages of THE NEW MEXICAN the right
that they be paid over to the frozen pipe .lines began to burst. They TELEPHONE COMPANY REPLIES
was contained in a message received
TO
THREAT.
MAYOR'S
time to buy, the right place to select, and the best quality of
ublic
i
treasury.
caused an impedeme.nt to the efforts
by Mrs. N. J. McConnell, mother of
2S.
Feb.
that
Denver,
Contending
Very respectfully,
of the firemen mid reduced for some
goods.
the bishop, which read:
"irrevocable
an
and perpetua'
FRANK W. CLANCY,
time the efficiency of the fire fighting it has
All this information and much more is given in THE NEW
"Impossible to come by rail. Saih
Attorney General.
ft rce. It is now believed the fire was right in the streets of Denver which Ing today for Havana and Florida."
MEXICAN every night. All the values, even if the
seem
prices
caused by a gas explosion in the rear in no respect can be burdened apart
Word also was received today from
small, are of a high order, for only the best merchants advertise
of the building. Only a few weeks from police regulations by any ordi-- j Karl J. Link, mining engineer who
IS
WALL
TeleIn this paper.
Mountain
States
the
ago there was discovered a leaking nance,'
was wounded recently in a rebel raid
Be sure that you get THE NEW MEXICAN and read it
A BIT DEPRESSED gas main which caused the manage- phone and Telegraph company today on the Tiro general mine near San
of
notification
Mayor Luis Potosi.
ment of the hotel to arouse all tha replied to the
thoroughly night after night, and watch your expense decrease
In
Ling said he expected
At that time it was necessary Henry J. Arnold that the ordinance to leave Mexico as soon as an opporand your income increase.
New York, Feb. 28. 'V'ariable move- guests.
to cut off the gas supply and open the adopted at the recent municipal elecments within a fractional range mark windows and doors of the entire build- tion would "be enforced by the city tunity afforded,
ed the early session )n Wall Btreet
ol autorities."
ing to prevent the
today. Hear traders made little head some of the guests. asphyxiation
it will not pay you to waste your
The ordinance contained a schedule
The
explosion
form
way in depressing prices, outside of a this
of telephone charges lower than now time writing out your legal
is believed to have
morning
He will wear good looking,
few mercurial specialties. At the same
when you can get them already printin existence.
from
similar
a
condition.
The
Mexican
New
at
ed
the
time, buying was repressed by the re suddenness with which the fire securto
comfortable
Printing
fitting,
Bigned
by
perfect
The company's reply
cent scaling down of the short inter- - ed
Company.
vice
first
E.
B.
president.
Jr.,
Field,
Indicates
con
this
that
of
shoes.
Shoes
headway
individuality
est.
dition existed.
firemen had push
with brains built right into them
There was also an absence of the ed a ladder to The
the third floor on the
late inquiry from investment sources
side of the building just as the
by the most skillful shoe makand business was on a comparatively alley
occurred. It sent the ladder
ers in the country.
small scale.
Further favorable re- explosion
back and prevented several persons at
ports for January strengthened the windows from
The smart high toes, the meescaping. At least one
of
the
railroads,
position
although
was shaken from the ladder
dium toes and the new recedBaltimore and Ohio was depressed person
when the explosion occurred, but ne
automobiles of the suffby the appearance of new obstructions v. as not
Washington, D. C, Feb. 28. "Gen and chugging
ing toes with low, flat heels all
crowd to grasp the
and
injured.
seriously
rage
army
and
her
suffrage
in the way of a proposed bond Issue,
After six hours, during which from eral" Rosalie Jones
are
the
here.
hands
of
pilgrims.
suffrage
into
Bonds were steady.
"army" marched triumphantly
six to a dozen streams were kept
no brass band heralded the
Though
noon
before
today,
Fluctuations in stocks were feature-- j
Button
or Bluchers in all
the
shortly
capital
playing on the ruins, it was
and down survivors who 17 day ago left New
less aside from some renewed buying not
for the firemen to enter through the capitol grounds, an escort York for the advance on Washingleathers.
possible
avenue, with
jof Central Leather on the strength of the burned building. How
of sound rent the air
many bodies Pennsylvania
its good report.
enthusiasts and citizens, ton, a bedlam
WHERE DIRFCT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE
will be found was still a matter or of local
moment
the "hikers" were in
from
the
and
streets
There Avere some interesting deve-- ; conjecture,
and it was not known which fairly choked the
until they were
of
the
capital
sight
lopments in the money market, font positively that more than fifteen were delayed traffic. Jt was one of the
mass of
into
a
struggling
jammed
most remarkable street demonstrain the ruins.
per cent being bid for call loans.
and
men, women, automobiles
here.
seen
ever
Forecasts of the bank statement
tions
Mark Hemmingway, who ilves a
dlsnerse the crowd and then
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